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ABSTRACT

. This collection contains Child Development Associate
(CDA) training ,materials from the Fall River, Massachusetts, training
ptograi, including a bookletfor ;trainers,.a chapter on curriculum
'planning4,and three moduies'covering the areas of preschool
environment, daily schedule and transitions, and observations of
children. Each module contains a training section for the CDAt
candidate'and an evaluation section for assessment of the candidate
by the trainer or by the candidate himself. The training section
follows a workbook format, and the assessment 1section provides
specific guidelines for evaluating observations made in the preschool
classroom...The first module focuses on the physical environment,
emphasizing developing 'a maintainable arrangement for furniture,
equipment; and materials. Room space is divided into functional areas
that the children can recOgnize, and organized so that the children
can take on. some responsibility for care and maintenance of
equipment. The second module is concerned with daily scheduling
techniques, focusing on the arrangement of,planned sequences of
active and quiet, indobr and outdoor activities within.a setting that
is fldrible enough to adjust to special circumstances and needs. The
third modile deals with developing techniques for observing children
as they grow and progress in the areas'of group behavior and veFbai.
ability. The chapter on curricului planning deals briefly with
establishing goals, selecting. themes, planning activities, and
writing lesson plans. A boaklet for trainers reviews briefly the CDA
program and describestin detail seven trainer dcmpetencies that
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facilitate the teaching ofpl trainees.
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The first step in planning a program' is to decide on your goals.
.yo

want the children to experience?

de elop?

'what do

In what ways do you want them to grow and

That do you value for yourself and for children?

There should be a reason for everything that goes.on in the classroom.
ould have a reason for what you say and do.
aterials in the room.
the children to do.

You

You should have a reason for the

You should have a reason for specific things you expect:-

These reasons should fit, your goals.

Because we gre creatures of habit and we do wl-latbwe ha;.re a]ways d'one, IhTe

sc.etimes do not have clear reasons for every action.

If this is true for you, stop'

and think. ,Talk with your train;r about your reasons for your actions and your goals
'.for the children.

Coals should help children to develop intellectually., physically, socially,
arid, emotionally.

Compare your ideas about how, children develop with these goals:
Examples of goals for young 'children:

to be curious

to express creativity
to develop impulse control
to feel competent

to work independently
to develop positive self identity
to live effectively with other children
to solve problems

to develop language skills
Each goal can be defined with specific child behaviors.

For example, the

goal for children to be curious means:
the child feels free to ask questions;
the child wonders why something-happpna;

the child pushes, pokes; smells listens to find answers.

The ealvforchildren to work independently means:
the child can make choices;
the child knows what he likes to do;
the child takes the initiative in his activities.

4

.

r,c.-p.the goals old what they' rAT1 in our mix.d.ai we plan a program.

In thi-s spice; write iour.goals for the children:

,
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'
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II. CFSEAVII:G THE CHILDREN

.

*

After listing your goals, you shoUld observe the children in the areas
related to your goals.

Ygu need to know where your children are developmentally.

'

Hopefully yet will be able to define the strengths and weaknesses of each child.40,
This is not a general impression but detailed and accurate information based on
what you shave observed each child do.
.,..--

Describe-the_.,m-6thod you use for observing and recording the developmen*1

growth ofe-a-6Child:

'1

4.

ma,

3

IJI. CUfaTCULUM
Curriculum means' everythink.tha't 14ppens in the classroom every day of Vie
year.

Curiculum is what you do, whatithie childrekdo, and the materials you chooSe

ft,

for the activities.

It is based on

The curriculum describes how

-

1,4`'goals.

.

e/ goals are made real each day.

The activities

and experiences you plan should he/pi-the children develop'sand achieve the goals:

t

the goals in mind ai, you read each 4ection
.--.4->i..-

Keep,

selecting themes, guides Lor plIning
_,-----

-

activities, planning for groupOtivities, and planning for independent aotities.
A. SelectingLthemes
.

One approach to curridUji4fplanning is to select a theme and to develop

materials, field trips, aCivities and experiences related to the the theme.
use' the theme to achiive yo* general goals and specific objectives.

YOu

Each theme

may last one or more weeks bUt the soalslast all year.
.Th0 goals should We together the themes so there is continuity and som
relationship of'what 40.6ens from week to week.
Coal:

For example,

developing cognitive skills

Specific objecti-Ig7* Matching colorsiorecogniiing:
black, brown and whiteibrilabelini three colors. /
.Colors can be presented through a series of themes:

Farm Animals: colors of liordes, cows, pigs, chickens;

f

Vegetables and Fruits: colors of bananas, apples,
lettuce, potatoes;
0 .

Trucks: colors' of vans, dump trucks, delivery trucks.

Circus: colors Of balloons, dostumes, circus aniMal
1. Thinking about colors in different themes makes the concept more interestin
for the childrei and is mere.effective for learning thanl.devotin

one week

rs"

and. trying to teach everyone all colors in a short period of t' 'e. :./colors/are_t
about all year.

As children master, specific color concepts, n w

red and yellow in the fall and eventually pastels in the- spr

lors are in/ duced

g.

If a theme lasts several weeks, a number of differen' ob/jectivesc
.

in with the same theme.

*See page 5 for explanation Of objectives.

/

ked

e tied"

)

To 'FAart thinking

of

What are children of .this

themes, ask yourself;

ge-interested in?

1

/
t

./
Whata e the interests of the -children in my group?
intere t?
7

Which materials absorb their,

ow.

,

'./hat do I myself like

.

do which also would-int rest children?

,

,

11

d.
.

What can be ex
possible?

orod in the environment n dr my center?

What field trips are

1

Contemporary Preschool Education,
'Moore & Kilmer; p. 27-34
Th Te;44v Before School, Todd & Heffernan. p. 35-44

Pr school Learning & Teachin Landreth
5Nz

g.

For example, Mr. Smittl's Fruit and Vegetable MaTket is near thi

center.,

(nee I enjoy eating, and children enjoy. eating, and the market is,clo
to walk to, I think of as many ideas as.possIble.

enough ikar/

Beginning with a

rip to the

Walk to Mr. Smith's Fruit and Vegetable' Market
talk about 'fruits and vegetables: colors, names, sizes; .

buy.things.for cooking: talk about noneyiand the exchange o
money for fruits and vegetables;

take pictures (Polaroid) to use in the classroom to recal

the

trip; to make a. storybook.;

In the Classroom:

.

build a Market with large blocks for sociodramatic play,

g

real money and fruits and vegetables; roles of cl rks
customers;

cooking: fruitslad, lettuce salad, vegetables usin

potato

peeler, tearing, pealing; talking about the ta te, smell,
feel of food; favorites; the,change in cookin

of the fruit

the parts

skin seeds;

blindfold: identify fruit' by taste: banana, oran e

lemOn, apple

grapes;
touch bag: identify fruit by touch: 15ananas, apple,
keep ,se ds after cooking: plant seeds.

t

(and' so forth...)

9

.

no*

6

gapes;

e'
.

Moose a tkemefromyour ideas on pages 5 & 6f

1W -the space below,

write as many ideas'as you can-for .activities which would relate to that theme.
Theme_

Pozsible activities

.

.1%

*92

O

.

.
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B. Guides for planning of curriculum & activities*
After stating my goals -Yid thinking of as many ideas as potsible fOr a theme;
I am ready to plan for-a series of activities.

From the many ideas, I chopse

only the activi i6$ which best. fit with the goats and objectives, and the develbi*mental leve s of tile children.

I plan specific objectives'and activities, keeping

in mxfid :

1. There are three levels of representation:

.

a. Real things and.experiAnces: a real apple: eating it,
Usting.it;smelling it, with juice gripping doWn the chin.
'

b: Picture of a real thing: a. picture of-,an apple.

c. Word or symbol for the real thing: the wbrd "apple."
'Children must have many experiences with real things before pictures or words
will have anv meaning to them.
2. Young children learn.by-touching, tasting, feeling, smelling, listening
to real things and events.
3. Young children learn by,actirig on things,. handling things and doing things
for themgelves.

4. Young children learn by repeating activities for a sense of mastery.
5. Young children learn by exploring and being curious about new, novel
';materials and experienceg.
.

.

6. Young children develop confidence by making choicesCtaking initiative
for their activities, and°experiencing the consequences of their activity.
7. Young children learn Al the time. =

,To -.review other aspects of how children learn, refer to:

Cathei,.ine Landreth, Preschool Learning & Teaching, Harker & Row .

Lois Murphy & E. Leeper, Conditions for Learning, HEW
't

_
tir

.4

*Refer to Module 2: Daily Schedule for` ways to balance ells-the activities
which take place d ing each day.

t
1

C.'PlInning for group and for indepenant'activities:
When we plan for group and for independent activities, we think about:
- the role'of the teacher: what we will say and do;
77---

-.the role of the child: what we expect children to say .and do;

- the matei.als and envirodMent:
Teachers fulfill their role in tWo ways:

/

- by' planning and preparing the environthe nt before. children arrive,
- by interac,t141g with children in the classroom.
-

\

-4,

,

'''

,

-.

T,

1

.' Planning for a group activity and forindependent activities are described
on the following pages.
:

.

patterns of teacher behavior, in interaction with children are discussed
.
in Part II.
I

9

.

,

1

1. Writing a lesson plan for a group activity:
The planning forms on pages 10-14 will help you to take into c onsideration

all the e2ements which.6 into planning for one activity or for one part-of the,
day.

Pages .10, & 1 should be filled out before you carry out theyactivit

Page.. 12 (evaluation) should be filltd out as soon afterward as possible.
TUrn 40 page 15

for an expiana'tion of each section.
c

.
rE

,

12

GROUP ACTIVITE Fri.,ANNINg FORM

1

..1

Name

Age of Children

Date

Numbetof Children
,

Theme for day, week, month
I

.

, Major Goal(s) emphasized
-

T
Transition 'from.

-

.-

.

nto this activity:

Objectives:
$

Activity:
C
Materials, equipmant, space:
.

1,
,

'.

..

.

...

_Procedure:,

Limits:

.

T4ansitiozi-16-

out oT this activity:,
4

Buffer (alternate).activity:

13
5

10

r

t

t
*
.
Other considerations in plannin&

.
A

*7

Staff: Who does what? How will you share planning wig others on Staff?
What input will others have?

Home /Cepter: Can you use parents to assist? Are theft children who can
use individual help? How and when will.you cantaCt parents for
project? Are there parents with special talents or knowledge who
could contribute (Portuguese language, cooking, sewing, etc.)?

lime allowed: How have you planned .tor-children who finish at different '4
limes? What exti.a have you planned (book, record, song, game, etc.)
if-activity does not takes up all of the time allowed:

a

-

.
.

Time of day: Will children ha1 ve had a 'quiet or active period before this?
Have you considered,differencep in children's alerIness if it is
morning or afternoon?

.

/

.

.

:

-

2

Individual strength: 'cow will you plan for each Child's needs, strengths,
or special interests? How will you have children do as mucti as

they can for themselves? Whatplans should be made for
handicapped children?,.`

O

4

4

14
'

Evaluation of an Activity
Answer the questions after tie activity, and include other ways you could
have done each part:
1. Transitions:
and smooth?
r
9uiet

-

,

.

.

.

Children knew, exactly what to expect?'

-

Problems & possible changes:
.

a

2.,Obaectives:
1
Describe the response of the children, to see if the objectives matched
the-children's level of manageable difficulty (not too hard or'too easy):
.

'Describe how. you provided for individual differences in ability:,

C.

3. Activity:
Introduce activity so children were interested?

Standards set for-behavior?
,

S

.:--12--

1

"PP

Pacing of activity:
spend enough time introducing the activity?

.activity move fast enough to maintain interest?

end the activity while in'teres't wa's still at a Sigh level?,

.end the activity if there was little response?

Did you consider in planning:
, time of day:

unusual circumstances, such as change in weather? visitors? Holidays?'

4. Materials, 7.1ipcm
space:
Did zall try the materials before the activity?

Were the materials appropriate for the objectives?

for the abilities of the children?

Might the re be a better choice of materials?

*

phildren understood what to do with materials?

,

,

.

Variety of materiali to allow for differences in childrent,s abilities?

1

.

Dido the arrangement of the room and the materials work well for the activity?

./
Would a different arr angement work bdt,er?
.

C

1*;t
Fl

*Buffer:
Was the buffer activity used?

Why?
1...!,,,,

fr .":

S

What was the childrents response?

6. Did you enjoy the activity?

Did the children enjoy the activity?

Oa.

c

.

.

The TFANSITION into an activity should be planned.

For example, if the

children are to join the group from independent activities, you can imagine
that some childred will have to.visit awhile until everyone is together.
will the children do while they wait?

.:'hat

if you can sing an action song or, do
.

finger plays, you, can prevent problems from developing with wiggley arms'and

If the waiting becomes too long, you may have to change Your

fidgeting-legs.

schedule and not plan group meetings after independent play.

The transitions should help excite
to listen.

children to calth down and,to be ready

For example, if you have been outdoors and children come running in,

you can ule a very quiet voice and slowly pantomime where,you want the children
to.go'or to sit.

of plan the transition, you may find individual children lost

It you do

.

[

Ilia

the'activity or find yourself' with children anxious because

before you be

they are uncertain what is happening.
The transition after the activity should, also:be well planned.
.

Children should.

.

know exactly whert they are
[Review Module 2, Daily

ing and what they shouldexpect-td do.

,

hectule and r0.ated readings fOr help in carrying

7'

out transitions.]

The OBJECTIVES are specific skills or attitudes that you want children to
learn from an activi'y.

While goals are usually general statements, objectives

for an activity must be specific.

For example,.

"to develop ability-to use language as a means of communication" is a goal.
.A specific objective would be: to describe how walnuts,. peanuts, almonds,
4"

and pecans feel and tastes how to crack the nuts, and'which are the favorites.
"to dfkvelop cognitive skills" is a goal.

A specific objective would be:-to sort different kinds of nutS.: walnuts, peanuts;
almonds, and pecans.
.

Objectives .should be stated'so that you'can tell whether the childten achievftd.

Tor example: to sort nuts according to size or.kind:
You can see whiph children were able to sort and which ones could not.'
This will also help you to plan an activity that allows.childrer; to spend time
sorting, if that is what you consider important at this time. Howeverf it is not
possible to tell whether.a child hs'achieved an objective to learn or to know
or 'to )ander8.-tand.

.5
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How to Use Module One

Module One is concerned with the preschool environment, competencies:
A.1. to organise space into fbnetional areas recognisable by the children;
e.g., block building, library, dramatic play;
44

A:2. to maintain.a planned arrangement for furniture, equipment and materials,
for large and small motor skills learning-and for play materials that is
understandable to the children;

A.3.to organise the classroom so that Op possible for the children to be
responsible for care of-belong ngs and materials.
4

Module One has two parts.

The blue pages are for ass*etsent, of the

candidate by the trainer orgfOr self -assessment.

The yellow pages are for

training the candidate.

'"rnetrainer will use. the blue pages to assess how well the room is
functioning.
f

If the assessment shows weaknesses, .theyellow-pages of 'train
.
,

ingaitivities will be used to help the candidate develop competence..

3

21
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How to Ude the Blue Assessment Pages

---.

The trainer should be experienced in writing observations., and in observing
preschool environments.

It is suggested that the trainer read through the yellow

pages as well.,

If the card/date has had experience and responsibility for the room eaviivn-

.

ment, the trainer will ug`the assessment to determine competency.
may-wanctio observe as a self-assessment.

The candidate

If there are areas of Weakness, the

yellow training pages can be used to help the candidate develop competence.

,

If the candidate has not4a4the responsibility for the room environment
the assessment should not be given until after he is trained.

The candidate-Will

be trained using the yellow pages.

How well does the room function?

The trainer should obserVe each activity area on two different Ws: It
should take about a half hour to observe all of the areas.

The trainer should

observe on a day when there is enough staff to respond to the needs of the ch
dren.

She should not try to supervise children and'observe.atthe same time
The trainer should observe how the children use each activity area.

' Observation form (sample on page 4) for each.area.

Use one

For each activity area write

down:

How many children are using the area?
How do they find-materials?
(clearly see materials anuitake'what they need? dig around in a box?'
)

ask teacher?)

22
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3
1

-How do they use the materials"?

(explcalme random manipulation? purposeful construction - describe
"

ad,

what' they,. make)

What do therado= hey Cannot _find materials?
(sigh and lea

-area?

take another child's materials?

ask .

t

another c

cher?)

What problems

4.
/pieces are

saing?

cannot figure out what to do with

materials? task too difficult - or too easy

child ?)

When do they ask for the teacher's help?

(when they cannot succeed? when they have problems with other

children? when they =mat find pieces?)
How are the materiels put away?
.(child puts them away on his own?

teacher suggests they clean up?

teacher cleans up after school'.)

f

23
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4
Obaervation Form

area
tiroe
e

number f children,
how db

ay find materials:

.

00
how do they use materials:

what problems do they haves

1r

when is the teacher called:

I

how is the area cleaned up:

24

It 14,44
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How to Evaluate the Observations

If the classroom arrangement is successful,
- children will understand the limits for each area.

children will be able to find materials easily on their own and to
finish tasks.

- children will usually be able to find something they like to do; there
will be a variety of materials.
- children will appear interested and absorbed in the tasks they have chosen.
- the teacher wiA-)be able to see what the children are doing and prevent
problems.

- children will return materials where they belong.
It the classroom is not fUnctioning well,
L- children ray look confused, or may wander and stare.

- childrenipay spend only a few minutes in each area.

- children may-be misusing materials.
P.

0

- children may be running and yelling.

- children may be fightineor arguing over materials.
- children may.he calling. for the teacher'a help every few minutes.
-schildren,may not become involved with materials.
- children may be running or walking through another's work.
- chi4dren mai avoid bne area; no one chooses to use it.
- the general noise level may be very :Loud._

- the teacher mhy spend most of her time with management problems; he may
.

be drawn from area. to area as_a pi,blemfoccurs.

- materials and furniture may be Inc mplete or broken.

- children may not be able to find w: It they need.

25
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6

there may not be enough variety of things to do.

there may be safety hazards

materiali broken pr left as obstacles.

children may not understand the limits for an area.

,

,

4
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7
s

How to Summarize theissessieni.
.

The trainer and eRnditiate should write below X summary
tram the
observations.
4.41e

List the areas which seem to be fUnctioning well.

problem areas and some possibischarigest

This

.

Then describe

suanary.should be

used as the-

.

:basis for training.

4

S.

A

$

gl

4..

I

L

0

S.

I

2
L

'
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How -to

the Yellow Training Pages

The yellow-training pages7include que

each activity aredOf.the room.

About room arrangement and about

Each activity area be

a brief statement

of what the child can learn from the materials.. "He" and "She" are us

refer

to all young children.
.

An outline is used for the-questions for most activity areas:
1.

"Inviting use" focuses on boy well the area is organized as part of the room.

2.

"Storing materials for use" focuses on storage shelves and display; for the
area.

3.

"Using the area" focuses on the limits for the area.
expected oi the Children when they work in an area.
all the staff.

Limits define What is
Limits are agreed on by

Limits define how the materials are to be safely itsed,.how

J
many children may work together in an area, who will clean up, what behavior
t

ii expected, emi:Checohsequences for not following these expectations.
Limits are explained to the children when 'materials are first introduced.
4.

"After use

focuses on what happens to paintings, constructions,

or designs

that the children make.

Questions ?flowed by 6: space
'on the room arrangement.
should be made.

should be answered "yes" or "no" based

If there are "no" Answers, this .is a clue that changes

It is assumed that a well functioning room would get "yes"
c.

answers.
If the candidate has not had responsibility for setting up a room, the yellow
training pages can be used.

using

The candidate can -learn to setup one area at a time,

the yellow pages as a guide.
OP

28
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9

If the candidate is assessed and shows- specific weaknesses, specific
sections of the yellow training pages can be used.

For example, if the children

have problems working with the blocks, the yellow training pages on blocks can
be used.
01.
1

The candidate and the trainer should make a plan fdr training.

It can be

4
written on the "Planning Form for Training" on the next page,

Ny

r
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Presdhool Environment
The preschool environment mast be planned to encourage learning and

lehandor which helps children develop.

They will take clues from the way the

room is organized and learn What the teacher thinks is important.

If materials,

are stored anywhere they can be stuffed, children may learnrthat caring for
materials is not useful.

If the tab]es are sticky from paste and yesterday's
.

peach syrup, children may learn that cleaning up after working is not necessary.
The teacher can make his goals succeed.
to be doing.

He must know what he wants children

He must evaluate how well he is organizing and managing the room

to help his goals succeed. For children to be independent,
complete and clearly"'displayed at the child's leiel.

sible, time must be given to encourage them to

materials must be

For children to be respon

it away materials, and sponges

and brooms they can handle must be given to help them clean up their spills.

For

children to be curious and to explore, the environment must be stimulating
411111

materials and expeiiedces must be changed.

For 4hildren to develop self confidence,

materials must be complete end available so they can finish tasks.

For children to-

.

make choices, there must be a variety of experiences to choose from.
In the space below, write exactly what you would like th

children to be doing,

your goals:

IR/CDA 11-44

"chat I want the children to be

j

o

my goals:

i

r
t

I

r

0

\

.4

a
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Room Arrangement
The preschool environment Should be organized
so the youngiChild will feel
comfortable and Efecure.

by himself.

He will learn to be'independent if he camget materials

He can finish tasks if the materials have all
the parts and are

working. He can learn to sort similar things
if there is a place or container
for them:

He*will develop figure-ground

discrimination and focus his attention

if materials are clearly .placed on shelves.
1.

Draw a floor plan on the next page and show:
a. Where are the paths for walking to and frog activity
areas?

b. Show each clearly defined activity
area.
c. Where are the quiet work areas and areas for privacy?'
d. Where are the large motor and noisy activity
areas?
2.

If the room'is large, describe how the
space is broken tq prevent running and

. noise, and to create intimate corners

3.

so children can get involved with materials:

If the room is kali, describe how space is
used to create some openness and

how storage is well planned to prevent clutter:

3

FR/CDA 11

Flobr Plan

34
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Z. low is each area protected from running children?

-OP

4

If the_teadher cannot lee the corners of the room, how does he supervise them?

6.

7.

Describe when the room is rearrangdd and why:

Describe the different kinds of things there are to do

a variety of active,

quiet, group, and individual activities:

t
10.

33
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8.

There should be at least 2-3 play spaces for each child so there is enk4h
I-

variety to make choices.

Figure out the number o' play spaces for each child

belbw. :Head the example first.
a. Example:.

number of of children-that can comfortably

activity areas:
blocks

work tog her in area:

'6

art.

manipulative
sensory materials
and
water
dramatic role play
book corner
woodworking

3
3
2
5

4
2

Tr total play spaces' in the room
Divide the total number of play spaces by the number of
children (11) in the room:

The are 3 play spaces for each child in this room example.

b. Figure out. how many play spaces for each child in your room:,

activity areas

number of children

total play spaces-in the room

How many play spaces are there foi' each child?

36
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Atmosphere

All the parts of a preschool room, seen and experienced together, create
an atmosphere.

Try to "step back" and lobk at the whole room.

Is it,simple

and attractive? Does it focus your attention? Does it change from time to
',-

time? Describe below how each part of the room has Biqa-MU city, has fOcus, and
when there is change.
sOl

1.

Color of the walls, curtains, -rugs, furniture:

a. What are the one or two complementary colors for simplicity?

b. What color hOlds your attention?

rf

c. When are the colots changed?

2.

Arrangement of furniture and materials:
a. Are the materials and furniture arranged in a clear simple way?

wrorrorre

0

b. Which materials and furniture focus your attention?

c. When are the materials 'and furniture changed?

3: Wall decorations and displays of children's art:
a. Are the displays simple and peat, with complementary mats as a.

background?

b. Which displa!focus your attention?

I'

c. When are displays changed?

S"7

.
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I

Materials for-toftness and texture (pillows, flowers, plants, sofa):
a. Dedcribe the simple materialp for softness and texture:

b. Which of these focus your attention:

c. When are these materials changed?

5.

Beautiful things
a. Describe the simple beautifUl things:

b. Which beautiful things focus your attention?

c. When are the beautiful things changed?

N,

-#
.1

38
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Storage

e
1.

Describe how materials are stored:
a. near each activity and

easy for children to get

4

.

.

themselves:

b. easy to see in containers or.
separated by'spaces on shelves:
2.

3.

Describe how materials not in current
use are stored:

List the. teacher supplies stored out of the
children's reach cordghti

N.,

4.

Describe the symbol used,for each child's
cubby for his coat and treasure
box for his personal treasures (for three
year olds, a large 3" picture; for
four year olds, a color and shape; for five
year olds, each name printed at
least 2" high, colorful and neat):'

5.. Describe the system for storing cots and
blankets so that it is easy for
the teacher to find a child's set:

39
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Maintaining the Room
1.

Describe-how each area-Of the room is cleaned up each day

(this maybe part of the limits you describe for each area on pages 21-32 ):

a

e
-2.

:

Describe what the children are expected to.do tc'help clean tables and floors

and put materialsawgm

3.

Describe What the teacher is expected to, clean ete.ihe end of the dayl

-

f-

A

4:

Describe what thecustodian is expected to do:
-,

5.

DiTscribe'what is done to prevent flies, roaches, ants, dirt, ,and'
;

- especially if there are animals
or cooking in the room:,

,

'
6.

Y

DescribeshOw the staff keeps track df broken materials and what is-done

with them :.
A

4, 0

,

21

4

Outdpord
Large Muscle Activity Room
The young child expresses her. great energy in large motoi activity.
.

Outdoor experiences develoi.specific skills,,balance, and,coordinatian through.
,
running,

e,

1

.,.

ing, crawling, climbing, throwing, kicking.

Large motor acitivity

contributes to a sense of body imagery and to self confide-Ice.

,

.

She can best

IOW

a

. deviQup these skills when given a variety of large motor experiences.

...

1.

Inviting Use:
a. Is there enough'

e betWeen equipment and activities
sochildrenswill not.run or slide into each other?
.

'1

lb. Cin the tea'bher see eill'parts of 'the area so she can

prevent accidents?

I
.

If theile is an outdoor play yard,, is the yardfehced
in. to protect. the children from the street?

d/ List the diffe'en iandioi-things"to do, the different
activities.a
le:
4

4.

e.',List the equipment which has one use (tricycles, swings,
rocking board., junglegym):

f. List the equipment which could be used in many different'
-ways (boards and 'boxes, sand and water, small and large
blocks):

.

et/

4
41

"./
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4

I
2.

Storing materials for use:
,

3.

a.,Describe the system for storing the outdoor.equipment
to protect
it from the weather:

Using the outdoor equipment or laige muscle room:'
a. Describe the limits:

4

5,

4,

,

b
1

42
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Block Corner

The young child explores space and solves perceptuS1 problems while working
with blocks.

Building with blocks develops eye hand coordination, fine muscle

control balancing concepts, and form matching.

The constructions reflect the

child's understanding of thefoni and function of buildingi shehas known.
the construction is completed, s he feels a sense of mastery.

When

She'can best solve

perceptual and space problems when thethaterials are well organized and there is
adequate room for building.
4

1.

Inviting use:
a. Are there, paths and" barriers around the area so

bvildings will not be accidentally knocked down?
b. Is the floor flat and hard so blocks will stand up?
c. Is there enough space so each child can crawl around
her building while working?
- 0

2.' Storing materials for use:
a. Are the blocks stored lengthwise to show their size?

Are the heaviest and longest blocks on the bottom
Shelves?
C.,Are there construction paper shapes-m each shelf so
blocks are stored. by shape?
-.

d. List,the various materials (animals, people, small
cars.snd furniture) for extending children's play

and the date introducedC

:

co,

e. Are there separate containers for each of these materials
With a key pictu;e on the side?
14

43
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3.. Using the

block corner:

a. Describe the 34mits:

40
11.

t
4.

4

b. Who, cleans up each ddy- the children who build? the teacher?
other children?

c. Describe what happens to left over blocks'on the floor which wei®
not part of a building:
I
fi

/

AF use:
:i;_'D.;404.be,tife'sgertttitt4o illaWeenetplptions

to stay up

for several daysseA
.

4

i

4
so

6

44
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Manipulative Materials
Such as beads, cubes, puzzles, parquetrytaocks,
leg°, and cylinder blocks

The qoung child deVelops specilia4finemuscle and visual discrimination
dells from work with"manipu3.ative materials.

EyeAaand and, fine.mueole

coordination are developed as well as visual discrimination of
size, shape,
color, space and figure-granni relationships.

He can best develop these

f

skills when materials. are changed from. time to time to give him
new Challenge-a.

1.

Inviting use:

46 Is there table or floor spate next to the storage shelves lab
children can easily use the" materials?

b. Are containers (old cans or boxes) covered.with one bright
color of contact paper, with a picture of the material
inside?
111.1111=111110110

c. Is there apace an the sheivea for each material so boxes
are not piled on top of eachother?

2.

Storing materials for use:

.1

a. Is there aispecial peace for storing each material
Bo the choices can be clearly seen?
b. Is each material stored so the child can see what is in the box, with' a key picture on the side or clear
plastic containers?
fosorx.:r..

o. Are scissors stored in a container with a slot for each

Pte.

d. Does.bach puzzle have its own letter or number marked
on the back of its pieces?
GminMIMIMONS

45
4
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o
3// Using manipulative
-

a.}rave you yourself tried to solve every
puzzle and.building toy before introducing
_them. to the.children to insure success for

the,

child/

b. Descilbe the limAs:-

c. Describe the system for changing the materials so
)Thildren haire new challenges:

4.

After use:
\a..)'DeEcribe the system for displaying a child's design or
\ construction for several days:

.6/
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Sensory Materials and Science

The young .child learns by touching, tasting, smelling, hearing, and
seeing.

She experiences the world with all of her,penses.

The young

child's curiosity can be stimulated by focusing attention dh things around

her and continiwny presenting new. materials.

In the spaces below, describe the material and the date introduced.

L
Touch
such as feeling box, flannel board)

Tate
(such as sweet, salty, sour foods)

Smell
.such .as

spices)

Sounds
such as musical inst

Stein
using a magnifying glass)

ts, animals, motors)

Date

and.

Water.

The young child develops sensory awareness when working with sand and

.

4
with water.

Sand and water are ever-changing and ever-,neT4,
.

The child ex-

plores sandband Water and is surprised and delighted witn'what she can do.,
Sand allows creative and imaginary play.

1.

Water can be soothing and calming.

Inviting use:

a. Are the sand table and the water table put in a quiet area
away from paths?

b. Is the floor easy to clean?
c. Is the water table near the faucet or sink?

d. Are the Smocks hung near the water table?
et. Is the water table used only for water play (there
is a separate dish of water for cleaning lunch or
'art tables)?

2.

Storing materials foruse:
a. Describe the materials to use with sand (scoops, sieves, spoons,
pie plates):

b. Describe the materials to useith water (hoses, funnels,
watering
pails sieves, pups):

c. Is a broom anddust pan near 'the sand table for spills?
Is a mop and sponge. near the water table for spills?

Y
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3.

Using sand and water:
a.

Describe the limits for the sand table:.

.

b.' Describe the-limits for the water table:

4.

After use:
a. Describe the system for changing the water often:

FR/CDA 11-74

Art Area

The young child expresses his thoughts and feelings
through working with
art materials.

These expressions are very personal.

The product reflects his

reactions to his experiences but the making of the object,
the "process", is
even more important to him.

He can best express himself when the materials are

well organized, available, and allow freedom of choice.

1.

Inviting use:

a. Is the art-area in a quiet part ofthe room?
b. Is there.good light from a window or electric light?
111011121.110

c.Are there paths and barriers around the area so
children are not bumped while working?

2.

Storing materials for use:
a. Describe how each art material is stored so children
can see clearly what is available:

0

b. List materials.which children can get on their own:

c. List materials` which

4e

out of reach and require teacher's help:.

50
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3.

Using the art, ai'Sato

fa. Describe the limits:

b. Are the smocks hung on individual pege at the child's level?
c. Is there Ecsink nearby or a pail of clean water?
d. Describe the method for cleaning up:

After use:

4.

1

a. Describe' how,

are hung to drys
Pleblolow.

b. Is there 's Protected shelf to display constructions ?'

c. Is there a tagboard portfolio for each child for the
work he wants to save?

d. Is there a display area at eye level for each child
such as a mat (colored construction paper background)
for each painting and the Child's name neatly written in
letters 2-3" hie.?
e. Describe what is done with the work the child does not
ckbose for his portfolio:

.

51
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Dramatic Role Play

The young child likes to see himself as =adult.
do.

He likes to do what adults

Dramatic role play offers the opporttinity to imitate adults he has known.

He can best try out adult roles when there are many different, real materials.

1.

Inviting use:

a. Is there-enough room for 5 to 6 children to share dramatic'role

'Aar
b. Is there a' fill. length mirror.?

c. Are there paths around this area of the room so
Ahildren will not be interrupted?

2.

toringhaterials for use:
a. AnAhe props for each role stored together in a box?
b. Are -the material's displayed it an orderly way on
shelves or neatly hung on pegs?

4I
3.

Using-dramatic role play materials:
a. Describe the limits:

b. Describe the variety of. role possibilities, the real
equipment, and the date the materialsiare introduced:
plumber:

cook:

nurse:

52
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-1

4

doctor:

fishing person:

lobster person:
s.

polida person:

'sailor:

mechanic:

gardener:

farther:

grocer:"

carpenter:

parent:

add others that are part of your program:

53

t.

Book and Coziness Corner

"-

-Although the young child learns
primarily,throutjt h. activity and.direct
experience with materials, he needs ths,cozyexperienCe.of
looking at books1;
.

undigturbed.

With books he will recall real people and animals
he has seen;

recall stories behis heard, or.4.imaginestories of his
own.
I.

.

Inviting use:
a. Is the book area in a-quiet part of the room?
b. Are there rocking chairs, pillowsl'or foam
cushions for a comfy place to sit?

c. Are the books displayed with their cover
showing to attract the children?
d. Are new books introduced each week?,:
e. In the space below, write the titles of two books
which best fit each category:
multi ethnic:

. urban:

rural:

home activities:
it
ti

school activities:

people working:
ti

latest field trip topic,:

err

child's own book:

54
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How to Use (ddle Two
Module Two.is concerned with the daily schedule and transitions,
competenoies:

to arrange the setting to allow for active moviment as well as
quiet engagement ;'

A.7. to establish a planned seqc/nce of active and quiet period/4 of
balanced indoor and outdoor activities;

A. 8. to provide for flexibility of planned arrangements of space and
schedule to adjust to special circumstances

mineedsof a yAr-

tiddler group of children, or make use of special educational

opportunities.

Module No has two partd. 'The blue pages are-for jssessment of the
candidate by the trainer or for self-assessment.

The yellow pages are for

training the candidate.

Tne.traiier will use the blue pages to assess how well planned the daily
schedule is and'how well transitigns function.

If the assessment shows weak-)

nesses, the yellow pages of training activities will be used to help the
candidate develop competence.

FR CDA 4,175

4.-

2

,

How to Use the Blue Assessment Pages
If the candidate has had responsibility for developing the daily

schedule*andexierience in leading transitions, the trainer will use the
assessment tQ. determine competency.

If a videotape recording can be made of

the transitions the candidate may want to observe the videotape as a seif.

-e *
aSsessment.

If there are areas of weakness, the yellow training pages can

he used to help the candidate develop competence.
If the candidate has not had the responsibility fdr developing the
daily schedule or experience in leading transitions, the assessment should
.
not be given until after she is trained.

The candidate will be trained using

the yellow pages.

The assessment includes two parts:

(1) a sudmary of.the daily schedule

by the candidate on page 3-6, and (2) the trainer's observation of transitions
on page 8-11.

The trainer and candidate should evaluate the daily schedule and summarize
the strengths and weaknesses on page 7.

They should. evaluate the strengths

and weaknesSes of the transitions on page 12.

These summaries should form

the basis for the training.

5;
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3
1.

Daily Schedule

-

The candidate should write the dpily schedule on page h.

This

schedule should include: each type of adticity
the time for the activity

thetransiP.ons
whether an activity allows for:
quiet dr active 'play, or both,

individual or group plgy, or both,
the purpose for the activity:

,

what children

can learn or how they can develop.

See page 15 in the yellow pages for an example of a..daily schedule.

41.

GO

FR/CDA 4-75.

Daily Schedule, written by the candidate
time le transitions

activity

type of
activi

per
for the activity:
what children can learn

FR/CDA 4-75

How to Evaluate the Daily Schedule
the daily schedule is functioning well,

children will know "what*comes next" during the day.
children will appear secure, comfortable and trusting of adults.
<, children will experience a balance of quiet and active,-,indoor and
outdoor, group and individual activities.
11

children will have enough time to finish activities.
the needs of individual children will be met: a hungry child can have
a 'snack; a tired child can rest; an excited child can run outdoors; an

insecure child can depend on an adult.
children will be interested in the activities.
children will dress themselves, serve themselves at meals, and help
clean up.

the daisy schedule is not functioning well,
children may not^know "What comes next" during the day because each
day has a different routine.

children may be restless because of too much quiet activity.

children may be exhausted because of too much active movement.
children may be frustrated because there is not enough time to finish
.

activities.

children may be toOred because the activities do not match their
abilities, or they ha

to wait for an activity.

children may be tense 1:icause they must` sit too long.

(32
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6
children, or the teacher, may feel overwhelmed by unexpected events:
unexpected visitors, a sick - child, rain or snow storms.

the teacher may be exhausted from cleaning up after, the children, and
triqng to dress, serve, and wash many ch

- the needs of individual children may be del

at one time.

or ignored: no rest

or food for a tired or hungry child.

r-

:

I
FR/CDA 4-75
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4

7

Summary of Assessment of the Daily Schedule
The trainer and candidate should write below a summary assessmentof the dajly schedule, using the evaluation criteria
on Teges 5 and 6.. List
the parts of the schedule which seem to be functioning well.
the TTOblem areas and some possible changes.

Then describe

This summary should be used as

a basis for training.

Y.

64
.
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2.- Observing Transitions

The trainer should be exrrienced in writing observations and in
'observing transitions.

It is suggested that the trainer read through the

yellow pars as well.
The trainer dhquId observe on a day when there is enough staff to
respond to the needs of the children.

She should not.try to supervise

children and observe at the same time.
a. When to_observe:

The trainer should observe using the observation forms on page 10:
the transition in

day's acti

morning: how do the children begin the

tiesl`"

the transitions for two different activity times: how do the
children begin and end the activities?
the transitions before and after lUnch.

the transi

n of an individual child, during an activity.

b. What to observe:
For each observation of a transition, write elan:

What signal does the candidate use to show it is time for a change?

Describe thechildren't.reaponse to th4 signal:
do they ignore'it?".,

do "they change activity?

do they talk about what the signal means?
kDoes the candidate Clearly show or tell exactly what to do and what
comes next?

What do most of the children d6:
do .they become disorganited, excited, loud?

do they have to wait?

are they bored, anxious, frustrated?

.
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S.

9
do they move purposefully, calmly

expectant of.what comes next?

do they seem to know what to do or are they lost?'
.

Describe the candidate's voice and manner:
1 is her .voice calm and quiet?

is she self controlled?

Describe the transitions of individual children during an activity:
when a child completes a task:

does he wander?
doei he know where to go/
does he need teacher direction?
c. After observing:

After observing transitions, read the evaluation of observations on
page 11 and then summarize the observations on page 12.

,6
FR/OA 4-75

10
Transition Observation Form:
Time

Activity

to
11: /

GROUP TRANSITION:

.

Signal:
Children' s response to signal:

Candidate shows, 'tells what to do, what comes next?

I

4

What most children do:

Candidate's voice, manner:

*

INDIVIDUAL TRANSITION DURING AN ACTIVITY:,

When a child completes a task during an activity,'*What'does he do:

6
I
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How to Enli ts:the ObseC6timhs.of Transitions
If the transitions are successful:

:1

the candidate will know exactly what the wants the children to be doing ;,
-

.

.

_

the candidate will appear calm, quiet,.4rith self control;

childrahyill respond to the'signai for _a change;
the children will know exactly what to do;
the children will tales,/ what will happen next;

the children will appear calm,, expectant, secure;

the children will help,each other and move as a group;
the needs of individual children will be bet;
individual children will make purposeful individual transitions during
activities.
es

If the transitions are- not banctioning well:

the.childreo may appear anxious: yelling, running, wandering;
the children may not know what to do;

the chlidren may be waiting for something to happen and become bored,-.or
anxious, or waiting because everyone must do the same thirig at the sine

tim

the children may root change their activity;

the children may not know how to do what is expected and appear fearful;
the children may be over stimulated;

thechilaren may be competing with each other for adult approvgl.

a

68
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3
or

.Summary of Observations of Transitions

.

The trainer and candidate should-write below a summary of the

observations of the transitions.

Describe transitions yhich aiv successful.

Then deeCilbe the difficult transitions and some possible, changes.

This

summary should be used as a basis for training.

v.

e

4

69
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13.
flow

to Use the Tellcra Triiining Pages

Tht yellow training pages include worksheets for. designing a dailysche)dule tad for pl wing transitions.

If the candidate has not had
responsibility for making a daily schedule or for
4 transitions, the yellow

training *gas cal be used.
.

.

If the candidate is assessed and stows weaknesses in the schedule or

in transitions, the candidate and the trainer should make. a plan for training.
The surzaariesof the assessment of the schedule and of the transitions should

be referred to in rkiting the "Planning Form for Training" on the next page.

)

dif

14-

n/C17.4 4-75.

Planning Iota for Training

o
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S

S
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Daily Schedule
1

Daily schedule is the routine pattern of activities which is followed
evert day. *

A4chao. fools

predictable:

_Etecure_ and comfortable

lieu

He likes to know what next will happen.

fie` daily routine is

He gets a great

deal

Won each__

of pleasure from anticipating favorite activities ..__With the repet_

day hdlearns

to count on things happening.

He

learns to

trait adults when

they are reliable and dependable: "She said we would eat ltrich

arid we'did."

The development of trust and feeling§ of security are especially important
to help a child deal with unaxpected events.

An example of part of a daily schedule is followed by worksheets to
develop a

daily

schedule .and to impleMent a schedee.

1. An example of
,

time &
transition
8:30-9;00

Part

of a daily schedule:

activity

-bfeakfast

.

type of
activity

purpose. far the activity:
what children can learn

quiet;

health & mitrition habits.
social sharing, talking.
self confidence: making decisions
about food; serving self.

group

transition

brysh teeth

9:00-10:15

indoor
choice

qt;iet or

active;
group or.

7

transition

clean up

10:15-10:30

juice

group;

_

social:- sharing refletions
morning

quiet
transition

skill development: 'language,
perception,. motor, cognitive,
social 8 emotional:. social problem
solving, sense of mastery choosing &
completing .asks; self, reliance: mak.
deeisions find material:5 by oneself,

individual
-transitions
for outdoors

.,

,

*Lesson plins and. Weekly schedule Usually refer to specific curriculum, plane

fitting into the daily schedule.
. --

',

,,
..

.

.

.
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1)eveleping a daily !schedule.

t;-

,

44 _tow your !hildren:

The dal* schedule shotall suit the deveacizental level of your group
-Of children. How old are your children? What- are their interests?

What Ibilities do. they have for impulse control? How developed are

.A.edir social skills? 'Whit seem to be-their Attention epen for different
types of activities? How dependent are they on adults? What are .their
.

needs- for gross rotor activity?

.

In the apace below, describe your group of children:

0

FR/Clyi 1y5

4

.

9.

.

C'
6

17
b. Plan

for

flexibility:

The order in which activities are done is more important-tfian the

.

exact time at which activities are done.

should be flexible,
",

The time spent In an activity;

depending on the responses of .the children.

The daily schedule is a basic pattern of activities but unexpected
ctianges can be expected!

You should think through' what you woad do
!=

for each of these special circumstances,

and. what yoii will-say

to

p;epare
4

the children for them:
illness of a child:
,

.

)

fire drills

,

.

,

,

mothers, who come late:

children who arrive

visitors:

trips:

cameras or videotape:
a new teacher

(volunteer,

etc..):

rainy days:

other unexpected changes:-

74
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c. Plan for routines (dressing, eating, bathroom, and clean up):
The _goal fox routines is to,allaw children to do as much for themselves

as they can.. Children can learn slepls of independence

takettg

the adults

to teach how to do things on their own.. An adult should be

available during routines to help if needed.

Allow enough time for

children to tr,morq than once.
Describe what children and adults will do for each routine below:
bathroom:

children should toilet_ themselves, wash their own hands,
brush theirLiieth.

dressing: children should put their own coats on, shoes, and mittens.

eating:

,clean up:

children should serve themselves,' and help to set tables and
clear away.

plan for clean up in your schedule. sponge's,
and dust pan should be available. children sha
where materials bilong,

broom
know

-,

FR/CDA 4.475

L

d. In the space. below develop a daily

level of your group, on
time &
ttansition

activi

schedule based on the developmental

fleoribili4 in planning, and on

type of
activity

planned routines:

purpose for the activity: ihat
children can learn or how they' can develor

4

0

t

r-,

r

1
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3. Implementing the Apny schedule..
a. Chi.ldren have short time memories, To help them learn the asioly schedule,

talk during each activity about :"what did we just do" and. hat happens

,

next?"

b., Decide for each part of the whales exactly what you expect the

children to do. lake timed show the children that to do.

Review

what they are to do and ep uraget them.'
c; As the children learn the daily schedule and it goes more smoothly, watch
the responses of the children throughout the day to help evaluate how

well the schedule is ftinctioning. As the children change and grow through
the year, there will probably be changes you want to make.

0

,

c
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Transitions

Transition meanaa change of activity.

For-example, the transition from

home to school for the"child every morning, or, the, transition from juice at
a table to a story on the rug, or the transition when a child leaves thebaock.
corner to work on a puzzle.
,

7

Tradsitions should be planned to help children feel secure.
must know exactly what she. expects the children to do.

The teacher

These expectations

should be realistic, based on the developmental abilities of the children.

She

should take time to show or pantomime for the children
exactly what to do.

It

should be very clear to the children what to do.

The teacher must be calm, and feel that she is in control of what is
happening.

She asks for cooperation with her tone, of voice, her patience, and

her polite questions and comments to encourage children,
w

If she is well gre-

G

pared and planned, it will help her to feel calm.
.

The children should be prepared for.changes.

.

"Five more minutes and then

we will clean up for, juiced'

'

As the transition is planned, the teacher should know exactly what the other

teachers will be doingy If children.will need. help during the transitiaa7for
example, getting greased to go outside -plan for afew children
to be helped by

anadult.
If the children are to come together as a group, it helps to have a signal.
Once the children have learned the. signal, it is most effective without
words.

Examples of signals are:

.:

ring a bell: cow bell or Iddian brass bell
play a tune on the piano
,

playa song orf.the record player
sing a pong:'"ft's clean up time"
0

play a soft rythta .on a drUm

76
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If the children are to leave a group, it is most effective for children
to leave the group one or two at a time,, rather than
everyone getting up at
once.

To stagger childrea.leaving a group:
children with-a certain colOr of socks, eyes, shoes, shirt, mittens,
coat;
children who plan to work with blocks, art, sand, etc.
'games where each child has a turn to: identify a card with a them color,
aaimpl;'

name something in the room that is a certain color,shapel made of
wood;

pat the hands of the teacher a certain number of times;
Simon says "Henry" may get his coat.
songs:

Puppet:

when the puppet calls your name you may leave.

poems:

Some transitions are particularly difficult, such
as lunch or going home.

These should' be esPeOialliaa:pianned with enough time for each child
to wash
hands for lunch or enough time to pass out paintings going.
home..

ordup transitions are easier to'identilythan individual
traasitions, but

both are important.

During an activity, such as.indoor choice, a child may change

activities. 'Whenever he.changes activity, he should know exactly:what
is possible
for him to do.

.

Children should not work with the same material day after day just

because they areunsure of what else,to do.',A choice
chart can help a child focus
his attention.

One chart may have pictures of each area of the room.

Next to each

picture would be pegs for just the number of children. to
work in the area.
can then hang their picture-tag for the area they choose
to work "in.

79
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Children

-If a transition should ever disintegrate, the best
thinf,..to do is stop
all activity. ArCagreed Ilion signal "to stop and listen" can help you:bring
all activity to a Stop.
self-conta:olleZ.

Then the children can sit down, become quiet and

Then gradually have each child return to his clean up task,

reviewipg exactly what each one should be doing, and where to go when they are
finished.

1. For each-group transition during the daffy, describe:
the expectations for the children;

how you prepare them for the change;
how each adult will help;
the signal for the children to come together;

several methods for the children to leave the group.

(

,

Plan and carry out the transigons for-one part of ihe,kr:g9r a week.
4

111/CD/0445

?

2. For times when there maybe individual transitions, dpscrlbe:
.

expectations for the ihild;
how each adult will help, individual transitions.

t

f

8
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4-75
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How to Use -2todu.l&Ittur

.V.odule Four is concerned with competency' in.abserving
children:

Competency F: Carries Out Supplementary Responsibilities
Related to _.die Childrents Programs-

1. to make, obsetriations on the growth and

developient of

idi-visiuml-chialiren and

.....-i-

_changes in grtiup-beario,

formally .or

informealy,'verbally or iitwriting, and
share this:information with other
involved in

the

-staff

prpgrgm.,

.FkInctional Area: Staff
,

Module Four has two

the candidate
:
the -candidate.

parts.

by the trainer.

The blue pages'are for
The ye'llo'w pages are

The trainer will use -'the blue pages to assess

Skills in observing children.

'ence in observing children

of

training

competence.

activities

If the
.

or needs

assessment

for

tra.-tning

thecandiriate's

candidate ,has, riot had experi

!flora training,

the yellow pages:

be used to help the candidate develop

g

5,
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Use the Blue Assessment Pages
/

..,

.

.

.., '.The'oirainer. -Should be experienced in writing observations

of

,individuil.A**ed and should have a theoretical background in child
.

xievelvxaent:. 'It is suggested that the taint read through. the yellow

pages as .weli-

,If the candidate has not had experience ih-%writing observations

me
of individual children, the assessment Should not be given until after
he is trained. The candidate will be trained using the yellow pages.
Requirements for Assessment

Thereare two requirements for assessment.

Bach*requirement is

listed on the next/ two pages, with the criteria to be used.
When the
*7.
tV
assessment is completed, a summary should be written'on pagi

4

A

It
.

..

.

.

1. Assessment requirement: five written
observations of indi

4(children

each lasting about 10 to 15 minutes, using
the dir

ual
t

observation form (page 3A) separating observed
behavior from a
about the behavior.

ents

,(This kind:OS observatian-J.s sametImes,call

',time sample ".)

a. These direct observations

should include:

1) the time the observation began
and ended;
2) the age and Sex of the

3) a description of the setting:

where the observation was made,

and what the children were expected to do.

4) behaviorsvvittenin the *OBSERVABLE
BEHAVIOR column should include
only observable behavior and direct quotes;
include nonVerbal

behavior as well as Verbal behavior.
5) comments written in theCOMMENTS
ON-BEHAVIOR column should make

sense4n terms of the observei.behaviors;'they'should
not generalize
beyond whatthe observed behaviors would
indicate.
6) the observation should be complete:

beginning with the child

starting an altivity'and ending when the child
endsthe activity. ..
r
N
b. At leadt one obseivatioff should be made
in each of Elie' following types..

'

. 0

of situations:

1)::

d or children at play

\cat
.Ax-. child or children in a routine siituation

3) a group activity

J

.

.

,
4

Observer:

Setting:

Date:
Time:

to

Child:'
OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR

COPMENTS ON BEHAVIOR

t-

J

.

t

r
-

s

,

.

.

7.

1'

,r
It

1

A

-
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1
2.

Assessment requirementv'. Anecdotal records: ten anecdotes of

individual children, collected over a pe

of tide.,
.

1

These aneedotai,records should include:

\
a. a summary of observed behavior, and comments.

b. each record should represent a significant experience_for the child:
1) sciething out of the ordinary for the ch
.

:f. problem or difficulty.

,

for:the first time; mastery of a tigk fo

the first time; discovery

or excitement about a material for the f rst time.
2) everyday situations which indicate how the child reacts to:
routine situations; group situations; free play; interaction

1

other chi-Wren or adults.

c. at least 5 of the anecdotes shcivld bd abdut ..he samechild.

/

-r

r

HOW TO EVALUATE OBSERVATIONS
AnyobVer."--.vations

whether direct or anecdotal, must be useful to

other members'of the staff as well as to the person who made
the observations.

An

observation will be useful if:

each has identifying data including

name of child

cl6

.

- month, day and year of obseration,
- time of day,

- name of observer;

each includes information on the setting:
- place or area of the room,

A

- type of activity taking place
- group situation in which child's behavior is being noted
(other children or adults present),
- teaoherts part in the situation (if any);
each is a record of facts, with descriptions of behavior
separated
from -ffie observer's ideas,
iupressions'or comments about what
happened; '.

each is legible, whether it is hand written or
each avoids the use.of judgemental words which label
a child as
,bad or good;
each includes enough,infOrmation to show a complfte episode.

40.

,5

.7.

r

/

Direct Observations (Time SaMples) will be Useful:
if the descriptive (OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR)rsection
- gives the reader a sense of the, sequence of events from
moment to-momet during the time period;

0.4

- includes indications of facial expressions and body movements;
- includes the child's exact words wherever possible;

- does not include words whichindicate the observer's
interpretation of how the child feels o.'thinks;
if the COMMENTS ON BEHAVIOR section Includes such things as

- statements indicating what the observer feels that the child
maybe thinking or feeling; or
- statements in which the observer specUlates that actions or words
have some special meaning for the bhildl or,
.

references to past observations or"knowledge of the child; kir

- the observer's questigns which can be be followed up in future
observations; or
.,-.

-,
.,-.

- ideas for follow-up activities for the child4
and if the comments

r

.

?

- do .not include judgemental words indicating,th#t the ,child is
"good*, or "bad"

,

,

.

's

SehaVior section.

.-

,
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,

.r ;7

..1

7

-.are directly related to_information writteminObservable.

r

...:.

.

Anecdotal records are useful if
There is a series of observations on each ohild
they include ,observatiOns of the child's behavior in a
variety of situations;
the child's actions are described;:-

..

.-

the reactions of others (children or adults) are: :described;.
the child's response to. these reactions are, described;

4

indication of

:-,there is an
in the situation;

-

what was said by the child an d others

there are..nmood .cuesu -'descript,ions of posture, voice quality,
gestures;"

each anecdote relates to only one incident.

a
f

,

.

;..

1

,

,

.

t
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Suiamary of Assessment of Observing Children Skills
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How to Use the
The yea how

Yelluw.Training Pages

training" gages' include suggestions for the' trainer, a

discussion` of reasons for observing children and'of methods for doing so,
`or.ample's-of direct observations and of anecdotal recoidb, arid exercises
.
,

to heitr,improye development' of observation skills.,

If the 'candidate.has not had experience in writing observatioris,

the yellow pages should be used.

If the candidate is assessed and shows

weaneeses, the candidate and,trainer together should decide which parts

'of *the,yellow pages to work on.
page 8
page 12

A plan

for

Refer to the Summary of Assessment on

training should then be made, using the form on

.

ca

c

4.
gg.

95

c
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Training Methodi:

Fbr

le

Trainer

The most effective way for a candidate to learn to observe-is to

compare heobservatiorls to those made by her trainer.

The trainer can

make more specific suggestions about an observation if she herself has

r

seen the episode.

The training plan should include time for the trainer

and candidate to observe together, and to have conferences about-these,
observations.

The trainer should make a training plan'using the

suggestions below:

1. The trainer and the candidate can obserie a child at the stop time,

each wring his own observed behavior and comments about behavior,
In conference, they can compare what each one observed.
can be used each week for abaut six weeks.

.

This'pTocegs

It is an effective way to

help.the candidate learn'to see more detailed behavior.
2. A videotape recording can.be made of one child.

When viewing the tape,

,o.

wri-aen notes can be made of significant events.
,

.Then :the

re-played to check the accuracy of the obserVation.
see care details each time the,tape is re-played.

One is-1

pe can be
ely to

The candidate can

evaluate her own obserVations by comparing the first.notes to the replays.

Videotape recording is not the best method for .earning to make

\written-notes because it is difficult to write observations and watch the
,

"tape at the same time.

The camerafalso Selects what to watch whereas 'an

obberver in,a room can choose what to,fbas on.
.

Videotape, is pest used

to learn to interpret and comment-On child behavior.

.J
10

-90
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3.

To learn to observe non-verbal behavior, view a three'or four
minute segment of a.videotspetwithout the sound. 'View the segmeht
once 'Without writing dotes,_ Then re-view it and take notes on what
you see.

Since the purpose of this exercise is to become sensitive

to non-verbal behaviorl'a short segment is sufficient. A long
'segment can become tedious.
.

4.

.

The trainer' and candidate should develqp a file for each child Ibi*

keeping observations and anecdotal records.

These notes can be used

to plan the ciA117 program to, match the needs of the individual child,

to review the developmental progress of a child, and to prepare
specific information about the progress of a child for a parent
5;

conference.

Some of these activities may take place in a group especially if there
are several trainees in one program.

Trainees can, for example, benefit

from viewing tapes together andC-sharing their-observations and from dis-

cussing problems in making observations.

It is important, however, to

have regular individual conferences with candidates to help them with
their individual needs and reinforce their strengths.

et,

1,

9?

Plann.ing Form for Training
I

Direct Observations
(Five.16-cninate observations of individual
settings, including, more

children

in a variety of

than one .pliy activity, a group activity,

luring routines. )

.

Date,4 time

.

bald to be observed

r

-

Conference 1i/train

.

II Anecdote Records.

ti

(Ten anecdotes of individual
Date to begih -

children

'collected over a

Child to be observed

-98

period of time. )

Conference witrainer

Why Do 'ire Obsirve Children?

The skill of observing

4

thelAldividual child as a necessity for a
1'

preschool teacher.

The first v.rt of this skill is learning to write

Wiervations, recognizing the-diff.rence
between behAior we observe
(" e0.46r121terpretatirin ofthe behanor.

The second part of the observa

..,,, .

.t40114.011 4 more difficult:
terms of whatihe:-ohild

learning to interpret the obsemations,

is eXPeriencing and feeling.. This ability require's

an understanding of childi'develoPmfmt

and a Variety of experiences ;all

children.
7

1. Why observe children?

Observations of individual children are a basic
part of planning a
program to meet the developmental needs of children:

Observation leads

us beyond our'geniral impressions of what a child
can do to specific
behaviors.

General impressions can be changed by seeing the
specific

behaviors id writing.

Writing also helps us to focus our attention
on

,

the child and thus to see more accurately what he is
doing.
.

2. How to Lae `observations:

A preschool teacher should be observing all
,the time, making mental
\

notes, if n6t written wtes, abcit 'Le, each child
is doing.
end of each day she use

At the

these observations to plan the next day's

activitieiki She may notice that Ma.ry is
exploring water, filling and
/
is i
.

.

emptying containers; tomorrow she will put
out some materials of
l''

differebrit shapes.

Si .: may notice that Sam is exploring the difference

between ',4hite paint and Reddi Whip Cream; t6morrow
she will plan f9r a

group to mdke Mello and whip cream.
A presChoo

teacher may use written observations to solve
a problem

to understand a child's behavior.

to need a 1

of attention right after snack.

99
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She may want to know why Lane

3.3

eems

She bay want to folow thy -SUe seems _to work only with the blocks.

With

carefUl observaton she may find clues to helping the child.
3.

Professional use of dbservat±ons:

When we observe-individual children and make written notes, we are de
veloping professional skills add attitudes.
is knowing qhpn'to talk about a child.

Part of being a

professional

Out.of.respect for the child our

comments-and observations stay inside the teacher's office and. do not go
to our homes or to parties.
a developmental.program:

The purpose in observing is'to help us

therefore observations should be discussed only

with fellow teachers when planning the program.
4.

The following sources will be helpful in learning more about how to observe
children, the reasons

'or observing and how to use the infOrRatibn gained.

Although certain chapters are suggested, each book has a great deal of
important' information. Other valuable sources are listed in the Bibliography.
,

Cohen, Dorothy H. & Stern, Virginia, Observing & Recording the
Behavior of Younsc Children.

Teachers College Press, '1971

Chapter 1 "Why Records"
Bowen, Betty, Tne Children WP. See: An Observational Approach to
Child Study.

Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc. 1973

Chapter 4 "Looking .it'the Child through Direct Observation ".'

Almy, Millie, Ways of Studying Children: A manual for teachers.
Teachers College Press, 1972.

Chapter 1 "Teachers & Child

Study" & Chapter 2 "Observation: the Basic Way to Study
Children ".

Other useful references are listed

S

14
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the Bibliography.
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Direct Observation of a Child
1,

Observed Behavior:

A direct observation includes everything the child
says and does.*
The observer must direct her attention to just the
mild and write
exactly the behavior she sees and hears in the left column,
OBSERVABLE
BEHAVIOR.

Observed behavior may include facial expressions, the
pse of

hands, body movemtents, and exact words
or sounds. °If several people
.

2.,

observed the gall* behavior, they would agree about what
they observed.

Comments about Observed Behavior:

A

Comments are written after the observation is made.
observations of a complete episode,
column.

After writing

comments axe written in the right

The.comments include your guess aboutihy thechild said or

did something, or what it means to the child to do this,
or a comment

on his developmental abilities.

Whenever possible, try to think of more

than one explanation of observed behavior.. You can comment
on ideas for

materia/sor experiences to introduce for the child.

Whereas OBSEMBLE

BEHAVIOR would be agreed upon by several observers watching the
same
behavior, the comments -might be very different.
5.

Observation time:

Try to obsirve a complete episode of the child's word.
.

For example,

.

begin the Observation when he puts on the, smock to
paint and end the
observation when he leaves the paint.

Begin the observation when he begirs

building with blocks and end when he has finished his construction.

Obser-

vation of a complete episode may last'ten to fifteen minutes. -The
times

the observationtegins and ends should be written at the tbp of the forkn.
* An effective means for recording direct observations
is to use a for such a,.
the one on page 3A
with the left hand side for observations ,and*the right:
hand side for comments.

101
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.

During the observation record the time-every few minutes on the left margin
at well.

It is difficult to,understand some behavior'without the time guides.

For example: "Josie sits on the cushion.

She gets up and goes to the block
s

corner", would. have very different interpretationedepending upon whether

there was half a minute or 5 minutes between the two incidents.
4.

Examples of direct observations:
4

Read the examples of direct observations on the next 13 pages.
Then try the exercise on page30 to see if you understand the difference
between OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR and COMMENTS ON BEHAVIOR.

r-

3.6
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SettLEsn :

to
(

011.11111=11

81.
BUIAITIOR

..

COMMENTS ON BfflAITIOR

I

v
.0

01,

1

Settings

& D. had aortae' and divided the
blocks betweian them.

from their

-

Observer:

own collection, each piled blocks

Date:.

February 24, 1975

Times

11:05

to

one on top,of the other, each Kati..-

his own tower.

11:15

Tail& .4 year oid boys, S. & D.
OBSERVABLR BEHAVIOR

CCRONTS ON:lhatitat

S. and'D. face each other, building

playing with each other.

their towers in the center between
them, close together.

S.'s tower falls, knocking D.'s tower
down.

says, "Let's make them far away
from each other.

.'understood at a glance what ergs happer.
P

That way' they won'

fall."

. replies, "OK." although he continues

D. is agreeable, easy to get along-A(1'th.

to pile his tower right next to

D. didn't understand the concepts near or

S.'s.

far, probably becase of the language bar:
_

He is-from Austria.

Be might know these

concepts in his own language.

S. accepte

.

what hamiened,_ dedpite his request.
.

*they continue to build, they sing
"la, la, la, de, da" at different
tempos.'

g

S. initiated this jlt a-raptl-temr.,
D. calmly & slowly sang with him.
humming seems harmonious.

The,.

f

r-

piles blocks very quickly and

44.3 if racing.

haphazardly.
1. ;,corks more deliberately, carefully

placing each blockon top of the
other.

D. keeps up to S.'s pace,

D. it aware that it is a contest.

though.

The'towers fall again.
sayb; "1 know what' we can do.

We can make my collection over

,

hArefind your collection over there,

using hisarms and'hands to demon-

S. knows about the language barrier and

strate what he means.

handled it'very well.

,

to

10.4
17
*

:

#1, cont.
p

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR

CaNKNTS ON BEHAVIOR

They make their towers far apart from
each other.

S. says,

,These, are

here.

cpllectibn over

These are all mine collection."

possessive

He continues, "Pane getting a little
kik

bigger," then looks at D.'s pi le.

comparing towrs

As he builds faster, he .says about

4

his tower, "It's gonna fal."

apprehensive

It falls.

S. immediately knocks D.'s tower down.
D. Holds up a block as if to hit S.,
saying, "I'm not your fi-iend."

defensive threat

=7.. replies, "You were knocking mine

down.9

S. tries to excuse himself - a tactic h.
often uses.

D. had not attempted to.:nocl:

S.'s blocks down.

The teacher says, "b% if yours falls
that's no reason to knock D.'s work
down.

You can knock yours

dawn if

yokwarit to but please do not knock
S.'s down."
They make their towers again.
S.. says, "Look!

not fallinc!

-Mine's hirh!
Look!

,And it's

It's still ndt

falling!"

After each block is placed, rrore slbwly

now, he says slowly, "It's not
falling."

D. ignored all of this,and continues

IL is not facing S. anymore; his .body is

.

to' work on his own tower.

turned away frOm S.

He moved his

S.'s tower is completed.

away, too.

S. grabs one block left behind D. and

D. did not, see this happen.

puts it on top of his tower - and
it falls down.

f.

p
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Fample #2 - Non - verbal behavior
Setting: Nap'
Observer:
Data:

4-15-75

Timal

1:50

to

1:56

Child: 4 year old girl, T.
OBSEIWABLE BEHAVIOR

COMMENTS ON BMA NTIOR

T. puts her, feet in front of her and

T. seems to be very restless.

sits with her legs crossed.

She should

be lying down.-

She plays with her shoe laces,

A

right hand on.right shoe, left hand
on left shoe.

She wets her left index finger and

She seemed to be amazed.at.the cool feeling

rubs it on her left knee.

of the wet Spots on her leg. 'She seemed

She unties'her right shoe.

to be watching them dry as well as feeling

She wets her right index finger'and

the coolsensation.grom the damp spot.

=rubs her right .leg.

4.

Again she wets her right finger and
rubs her leg.

She touches the top of her left shoe
with her right hand.
She lifts her right hand. to scratch

under her nose.

he rubs her left hand on- her left leg.
She puts her left pant leg down.
.1";"

She pickS up her-pant leg again.'

She wets her left index finger and
rubs it 'on -her left leg.

She wets her index finger on her
I

right hand, and rubs. the wet finger

on her right knee.

She rubs her right index finger along
the front of her right leg.
'he puts her, head dOwn to her knee

and spits on her knee.
.1
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:113SERVABLE BEHAVIOR

She rubs it in

CaIMENTS

with her right hand.

She seems to be interested in the feeling

She wets.her knee again and prodeeds
to

ON 'BEHAVIOR

of the wet, spots on her

observe the wet spot.

legs.

She tries something different;

She rubs the wet spot in.

instead of

just wetting her finger, she decided to spit,

She rubs her knee and leg with her

or her knee.

Aght index, finger.

This seemed to be'anew

cooling sensation.

She coughs.'

She spits on her knee again.

She seemed to want a different feeling

3he again spits on her knee, in the same

because she doesn't wet her leg this time.

place.

She seemed to be experimenting with wet and

She scratches her nose with her right

dry.

-and.

rUbsher left leg with her left
index finger.

he scratches her knee.
'he puts her index fingers together.
`-/e picks up her socks.
.

She puts her pant legs down, up again,
down again.

She wets her right index finger and puts
it under her socks. 1

-

0

A.

20
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Exampfe #3

<

chOice timeat the easel.

.

red, yellowv and orange thick
Obeervial
paint.

Date:

optobAr 3,,.1974

Time:

.

to

2:03

VveAr 21d girl. L.
OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR

COMMENTS

picks up the brush ih the red paint

ON BEHAVIOR

L. takes her time and the brush seems to do
.

with' her right' hand.

what she wants it to.

She pushe# it flat on the papex,mfaking

She definitely.enjoys.a.sense of power as

it go round and round.

She uses

her left hand to help.

The circle

she makes the brush go where the wants it to.

is about four inches in diameter.

L. puts the brush back.ih the jar and
studies the orange.

With her right handshe makes a large

'fine Motor control

upside-down U shape around the red
blob.

As she comes down, s e

uses her left hand to push.

fShe

uses a slow, steady,movement
She dips the brush in the paint again,

and carefully fills in the 1 ne
1:57
She stairs the ora

the.

.
.

4)rush in her right hand. T e left
oi
hand begins'' to assist.

Some orange paint got on the left:hand;

She seem# fascinated with the paint; she wants

Ls studies her hand, slowly making

to get to know it' by feeling, it directly on

a fish with the hand,uncul,ling

her akin.

her fingers, looking-again.

completely absorbed in her work.

.Using the o
fil

she begins to

n the space between thered

She hasn't said avoid but is
She is

concentratiLg so hard that She does not respor,

to a large noise,of blocks toppling over.
.

ob and the orange arch.

108
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okq

ccmtms oltjtmarcai

ABLE 1113HAvi4a

She makes a long litre up. to the right.

hand earner of the paper.

Her mouth

.

.

r

weight

.ie open as she
Ja
Her

,Still concentrating.

.

.

,

fills that spacd.:.

he

right lei.

Her left land' rests'on t1:A,
.

easel ...

,

up on.tip toe she goes.
.2:Cm

a.

'

ES,It'e stirs the orange again and looks

inside the,oma

She makes a square

Chacking.to see if there's enough paint?
She really likes orange.

and Jill; it
Now she u ses yellow, making a line the

44A

width of the page and going alpst,
to the end.

Shemakeh another line under it the
fame length; another and another.

Ue does this eight times.
4
41I'm done," she smiles at the teacher:

W hat determined fqr her that

"Would you like to-tall me abOu-i it?"

finished? The fact that, she had used

4

,

the teacher. asks.

all the 'colors?

she had

,

elipfts he shoulders, tiiCks'her heae.

in, noddinfewes, but not saying
a

.

-

.

anything

Lately L. has Veen making ladies with long

.

_

.1

(

hair (the arch shape) bit today she seems
tb go hAck to orzanized_scribbling.

Her

idea's seem to be limited to putting cdiors
t

on the paper.

She is interested by the 14nct

of paint getting wiahr when she presses on'i'

0'

4

.0
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Example #4

;-*

8

.

four boys are playing barber shbp.
il:,

-

_a chair is in front of a floor tirror.

Otilervema

.

there'is'a pan of water, a razor, ehaviz
Nit,:

November 1, 1974

-Ttmei

1:00

to

cream, three bottles of after shave
1,tionr and a towel.

1:15

.

A

-.Child: .6YearOid b4s,

D., and K.

-

camas OPT BRIAVIOR

OBSEHUBTA ECRIATLOR..

I .

Two boys are sitting on the paint

'

table, looking at a magazine,

wAiting their turn to be shaved.

D. is in the chair in front of the

0-

)

mirror.

He is looking it himself.

K. gets the towel and puts it around
D.'s shoulders.

K. asks D., "Do you wanta shave?"
D. replies, "Yes."

S

'

K. dips his hands into the Ilan of

water, then he pitsD.'s face with
his wet hands.

K. gets the shaving cream from the,,

they have earefulli, observe,d .adults
and can. role play accurately.

table, squirts soma ci:eipm in his

left hand, And puts the can,back
on the table.

He rubs the cream

over D.'s face very gently

btt hia cheeks,under his nose,
.

2

and o ?his chin.

4

K. rinses his hands in the pan of
water.

He ticks up tie razor and' begins to.

;

take the cream:off7D.'s face with

long, gentle dowLard strokes.

J

He rinses the razor in the pan of 4
water and goes back and takes pff,,'
more cream.

One boy
,

.

:

says, "This is just iike a

it seems very real!

real barber.",.
4

23
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fr4t cont.

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR

1

GOMM OBI BEHAVIOR

When K. gets to the cream under D.'s
nose, D. puts his lips together and
cakes a tight mouth.

The rest of the cream K. wipes off
with the towel.

K. asks D., "Which shaving lotion do
you want?"
.

D. says, "The blue. one in the small

bottle."

,&

K. takes the cover offjthe bottle,

and pours the lotion in the palm of
his left hand.

K. pats and rubs

gently all over D.'s face.

D. takes the towel off,'looks in the
mirror, and laughs.

-K. says, "I want someone toshave me."
One boy says, "I want to be the barber.'!

this was a iaod sensory experience,
'If

and cooperation amonethe boys.
4

4

4,5

r

'
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Eximple

#5

Setting:
4

qbabrvirt

Date:
Tine.,

2

,,October

, 1974

10:34

to

children are making choices to
play wherever they choose. A; and B.'.
are.playing in the house area-and
taking theirs toys onto the stage
built nextto the house; area.

10:44

Child: A. and B. 3 year old girls

cessanazzEavioR

MOWS MIZEHAVIOR

A:

"Chll the doctor.
I'm not the doctor; I'm the nurse.'

B:

"Buy something for my baby:
those toys',"

all

although A. 'and B.. have played

pointing to the toys

together many times, they do not

on the shelves.'

seems to be m1 the same wave length.
they are talking bUt not 'to each otne

"Oh, and that," poiAing to a
threading toy.
A. pick's up a toy.
B:

"Not that:"

A: picks up. another toy and -says,
"Yes, this is a baby' tOy-:4''It is

a toy with numbers.and beads.
s
B:

"Bring it to my house; put it on
the floor.

I'll put it on the

floor."
A:

"I'll bet you're doing it."
"You have to put it on one with.
the sticks."

B.

is putting,

the toy together.
A. continues:

"That's a stick1

Do.yoU think that's `a stick?

'It ain't a stick," raising
her voice.

A. is angry'becaus.e-B. is not doing

what she wants her to do with the to3,
.

B. replies, "It is."
B. continues to play with the toy.

--

k.'goes to Ape eubbies, where the dress -

up clothes are kept, end mumbles

while she
B. talks to he

is gettin

dressed.

very quietly.
).

kg.
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Z.":0 ABLE

A:

BEHAVIOR

(0.1EMTS ON PalliAVIOR

"teacher, tie ay shoes."

A. walks

tO the table wherethe teacher
is eitting:
3:

4:

frilill.you

open this?"

to the t

cher.

"What acre you putting in there if

aced Ito B.
,

3. doe

't hnswer A. and co

.noes to

put the beads from the gathe'into her

an example of them play ing together
but not answering each other. -17'

A. didn't wait for an answer izt6T B.
110* hey!"
3. shake4, the purse.
.

"It's all ready.

B. says:

I don't know where

we' go."

B4icks

up the phone:

"Who this?"

B. hands up the phone.'

B. ,continues: 'net's bring the
phone; we have to go how."
A:

"Waist a minute."

". walks to the stage:. "Bring my

A. told B. to "wait" but B. keeps gob

pennies," referring to the beads.
miefTe got pennies over here."
FL goes back to the table and
picks up the rest of the beads:''
'Bring the monkey!

-

19.1 bring'

this," referring to another toy
tbit was on -the table on the
stage.
fte,

"You know that gerbil ?"
.9:

"What gerbil?"

"That's.in the cage,you know."
Then,, referring to the phone:

"Row come on, take that off of

there"-

B. is not-influenced by A.'s orders.

"Wait a, minute!"

26
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0

#7, con t.

CBSISRVABLE BEHAVIOR

cctspwrs. ON BEHAVIOR

B:

"Honey, your hat is here."

A:

"Doctors don't wear that..

I'm the doctor."
B:-

"If this is yours, you're not a
doctor.".

A: ."Is your baby sick?"

B., holding the toy

her home; Take

nkey, "I'll bring
wo pennies."

A:

"Steven, your baby is being tad."

B:

"Baby, you better be quiet!" and

hits the monkey. "Nox you better
be good."
B:

"Hy baby is not sick tomorrow.'*

r

"I'm 611king to my ,baby.

"Xou come to My house."

,

A:

"Oh, hey!"

B1

"Knock on my,d8or."

A:

"Knock! Knock! Knock!" pretendingto knocrc

"./

mid - air...

B:

"Comp in."

A:

"You've got to unlock the door."

"Anybody home? Anybody home?"
B.

"Yea."
" Hey, don't step on these things,,"

nterring to' the tops she has in

wont of'her for her baby, (the
lioakey).

"I'm reading,this book for my

baby

if T want to,4"
"Hey, that'.S my bedr8om," referrin

to*the area near the cabbies.

27
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Exszaple #6

Betting,:

early ;morning choice time.

one of 'the choices/to painting at the

Obaorver:

easel.

Data

October 30, 1974

!lost

8:50

(42:1.14

3 vjar old boY, S4

this is the first time white

and black paint.have been out.
S

to 8:27

OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR

ockworrs

ON BEHAtIOR

S. slips into an apron.

8. usmilly iehot attracted to the easel.

While putting on the apron, he has his

He sometimes refilses to put on en apron.

eyes on the white paint.

He looks at the teacherand Says,
"Reddi Whip Cream."
The teacher replies,

It looks like

Reddi Whip Cream."
..",,s

He 'sticks his brush in the paint with.

his left hand, puils.out the brush,
and brings the brushful of white
paint up to his nose.

He sniffs deeply three times.

Does it smell like cream?

He puts the brush back in, and brings

He isn't concerned about the drips on his

up a big blob to his iouth, white

hands and floor..

paint dripping down his hand.

5'

He-opens hismouth td taste the -mint.

The teacher says, "What color istthe.

leacher tries to divert his attention.

paint?"
He says, "White.

Reddi Whip cream."

He putd the brush in the paint can

His motions are jerky and careless.

and brings the brush carelessly up

seems to be trying to create,a mound of

to the paper with both hands.

whipped cream.

He slaps thepaiht on the paper.
He says, "Reddi Whip Cream."
He continues this, not controlling the
drips, iepeating "Reddi Whip Cream.

iS

He

11. 0
2a

ont.

OBSERVABLE 13EHAVZOR

He covers and recovers the paper until it
begins to rip.

COORS ON BEHAVIOR
I think he is trying to get the billowing
eff -ct of whipped cream.

He walks away with the paint bru01
in his hand and the apron on.

The teacher4reminds him to take off

P

his apron endiieave the brush in the

paint
Later that day in the housekeeping corner,
he, uses imaginarSr cream on a cake.

r.

C

`

PRA CTICE EXERCISES

S

On the next page is a short segment taken from an observation.

Decide

for each sentence whether it is an observed behavior'or
whether it is a
comment about behalior.

iirite the observed behaviors in the OBSERVABLE

BEHAVIOR column and thelcbmments in the COMMENTS ON BEHAVIOR col;mil'next
to the behavior they describe.
You and another candidate might want to do this exercise
together.
If you disagree about any statement, try to figure out
why it might be the
observer's own point of viewf or why it is strictly a description
of actions
or words of the child, children, or teacher.

When you have finished, check your work with page 32

.

If you do not'

feel confident about the kinds of statements which
go in each column, look

back at page 5

("How to Evaluate Observations").

Talk to your-triiinei.

Then try Exercise #2.

Reread the examples.

OBSERVATION EXERCISE #1
JOhn and- David are .using the slide as a "boat" for
dramatic role. play.

John saysz "We can't go in -01e.boat."
David replies, 'Yes, we can_ ""

David is standing up ta"John, asserting Himself.
John says, "Go in your doghouse" ,(the block structure
he built).
David does not go in the doghouse.
John likes to be the boss.,

John begins to drive an Imaginary w'r.a141, making
a driving noise.
He feels powerful as drives this 111..g,: boat.
ol

He might ,be imagining what he Rill become.
David, jumps off.
.

.

John tells David, pointing to the steps, "Get up the ladder
right here!"
He likes this strong emotion.
He feels good and brave and' strong, saving his friends
from 'sharks.'.
OBSERVABLE 'BEHAVIOR

COMMENTS ON BEHAVIOR

118

Correct placement-of statements for Exercise #1. The, underlined
words
in the GICEMENTS colUmn are indicators of a statement in which
the observer
is giving his own idea about what happened.
OBSERVABLE BEHAVIOR

GAMS 0:" BEHAVIOR

John and David are using the slide
as a "boat" for dramatic rdie play.
John says, "We can't go in the 'boa
'David replies, "Yes, we can.

vid is'standing up to John,
sert
himself.

John says, "Go in your fog 'house'
(the blocicstructure he built):'

s

David,doesnot gb in the dog house.'
2

likes to be the boss.

John begins to drive an imaginary
wheel, making a driving noise.

feels powerful as he drives
is huge boat.
e might be imagining what, he will
become.

David jumps off.

John tells David,-pointing'tOothe
steps, "Get up the ladder rigit
-here!"

He likes this strong emotion.
4

.
-

'He feels good and brave and strong,
saving his friends from 'shirks.'

rf*

or
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EXCERCISE #2

Child: 3 Mo. 13 days old

Setting: Church nursery
Child in crib. Blanket on
left side bf head near
left hand. Pacifier by
rtght hand. Row of bells
above crib.
.

Child lying on back with 1; appendages s

ead ip_relaxed position.-

el
He feels safe, alien though parents left*.im only a few minutes ago.
ayes open and looking up.
over crib.

Legs flex and accidentally kick bells hanging

Eyes immediately flash to bells as child hears sound.

Child is able to rnct to noises.
Arms flex aid left hand moves across path of eyes.
Shows ability to follow objects with eyes.
Eyes f011ow hand for an instant, and then return to bells.:
Anything moving seems to catch his eye!'

OBSERVABLE FERAVIOR

COMMENTS ON BEHAVIOR

4

4

120
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Correct placemen
.

EXERCISE #2

.

Child: 3 mo. 13 da sold

Setting: Church nursery
.4
Child in crib-blanket on
left side of head near
left hand. Pacifier by
right hand. Row of bells
above crib.
.

OBSERVABLE BEftAVIO

COWENIS ON BEHAVIOR

-Child lying on back wi
appendages spread iu re
position.

Feels safe, even though
parents left him only a few
minutes ago.

Eyes open and looking up.
Legs flex and accidentally
kick bells hanging over
Eyes immediately flash to
bells as child hears sound.

Child is able to react to noises.

Arms flex and left hand

moves across/4)4°f eyes.,

Shows ability to follow objects
with eyes.

Eyes follow hand fOr an instan
and then return to bells.

Anything, moving seems to catch
his eye!
.

.

In the COMMENTS column, underline words which indicate that
it was not observable behavior.

S

L.

0
4

121
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Anecdotail-Records

An anecdotal record is a summary of a specific incident, written
at the end of the day or whenel..er you have time.

Be4use it is Asummary,

it does not include every detdilrf actaon and, of wcrds
as the direct
observation would. An anecdotal record can include
descriptions of the
behavior r as well as subjective comments,

Anecdotal records can be written about unusual events or elcperiences.
in the child's day. When the child masters atask for

e.

the fi'rit time,

when the Child has a difficult, time solving a'problem, when the child diecovers what he can do with a material for the first time, an aneddotal
record can be written. An anecdotal record can be written
to gummatize
an episode when'you are not able to maka direct observation.
Anecdotal records can be written on index cards fF in a lag book
be filed in the child's folder.,
_ Examples of anecdotal records are given on the next 5' pages.

a. The first four are about the same child,' written over a period of
four months.

On p. 38 list the changes in TomMy's behavior during this period-what he was able to do by April that he was not able to do earlier?

Notice thatNif only ta4irst and /ast records had been written, a
great deal'of importat information would be missing.
b. On p. 39 there is an example .of an anecdotal record on another 0411d.
This record by itself indicates. the need for more observations on 'K.

Vv"' v0.
Je

/.

1 2 2
35
4

4

I

.

Anecdotal recordAt Tommy 3.*

Craft proAt time:'

0.min-

p

Janu4y 15; 1975
Thefiist twenty minutes T. was absorbed in peeling the paper off-the
crayons.

This was difficult for him, so hewould give it to met saying,

.

"Do !!!.s? As soon as the paper. from one crayon was peeled, he would
start another.

T picked a starting place and would give it to halm to

,

finish.

Between us we peeled eight crayons;

When he colored, his strokes

were laige, Marks, going in several directions, outside the lines:
needed help in holding the paper flat.

He

He made a few big marks with one

coldr, then another color, all on top of each other.

With each color I

'said, "You're coloring green," and he would repeat, "Yeah, green." But
if I asked what color he was using he did.notknow,the label.

During

,

the peelihg and coloring, he stopped every five minutes to watch what

the other children were doing: their coloring was much more controlled

and they finished aneleft the table a half hour before he-did.

The

. teacher lanally told him ht had to stop for lunch, and he didn't want to.

Block Cotner, choice time:

.

15 min.-

Febaary 4, 1975,
T. was working with blocks, lwadj4.stiCeM on a small truck and unloading
-

them on a rug.' Around hirO'or.8 children developed a dramatic role play.
They constructed two walled-in "houses." Tilpy came in and out the "door"

4

pretending to` visit or to be mommys, daddy's, and babies sleeping on the
floor.

,

T. would watch them, and then imitated some.of their'actians, such
.

.

as opening the "door" and going in.

But the children played, around him and

.

.

he didn't, talk to them.

Wenever a block fell off the. "wall" he.straightened

,

.

them up. ge pietendRd to go in the "door",lout once inside, stared at the
.

.

..

children, and then went out again.

.

The only interaction with Other children

y3

.
mi

was a boypretending to drink from a "bottle" using a cylinder block, who
offered T. a drink.

He jupt looked at him and, didn't answer.

point a girl was lying down, actually sucking'on a small block.

At another
He stood

an looked .at her_ for several minttese
.

-

Craft .project time:' 30 minutes

April 15, 1975
In contrast to the earlier observation, T. spontaneously talked a lot.

'H

described what he was doing: "I'm cutting this out;" "I'm going to

..,
color

this yellow;"
/

"I'm putting paste on this side."__Heargued with

the teacher about how the rabbit woa:d be pasted together and did it his
way.

He again was the last child to finish.

He told the teacher exactly

t

where he wanted it hung on the wall and smiled when it was hung up:
is mine."

He also worked C.,eadily,at the project,

"This

and didn't spend time

watching the other children.
on

Group play on rug; children reading stories
April 22, 1975
T. now-talks with the other.children and asserts himself in interactions.
He emptied all the books from yhe ')arrel and sat in *.t, to look at a book.

He'took turns with another child sittig'in thebarrel.
,

He talked to me:

"These are my new shoes;" "These are my new pants;"

"This is.my new shirt."

He answered my questions:

' He read a book showing it to another child.

"My mother got them."
ther child closed the

book but T. kept opening the book. :Y.

s

to show to the child, sh9wing thue-

ing.the book open when the child,

would try to shut,i,%
4

t'

"

". 0

.

t24.
.

ra- books and brought them

ti

Summary o

Tcmmy S.'s Pmgress ..

"Is
1
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Anecdotal rteord:
date:
child:

November '", 1974
K.

I pretended to be a neighbor
in the

.0-,14eAeepin=- come: with K.
I asked her
hoW things have been?? She
answereit...Att.,a7 are just terrible.
She can't sta;v:
it any longer. The kids are
terle. She has_no money and she has to
feed the kids and buy then new
6noes.' ur:ng this .time, she begins to bang
the furniture and throw theaaress-up
,_lothes around.
She picks up one of the
dolls and begins to hit it.
I asked her to stop hitting her baby
and to try
to talk nicely to it.
She answered that they don't listen.
She eaid that
one is the worst one.
I asked her why; Sna
dec%Lse she hits the kic3e
and won't listen to her brother.
S'-Le

said

and I ..:List don't like her.
that so-letimes 1 -,:ake he- s*.anc in
the corner or : pit her to bed., I.

told her that I liked her little

t

.

sir 1,

t

1.26
39
f

.t she still replier., "I don't."

)2-:f-
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Local

Afro-American Family and Community Services .:: Chicago, Illinois
Catholic Charities Bureau - St. Louis, Missouri
Catholic Charities Bureau, Inc.

-

Jacksonifille, Florida

Catholic Services:Bureau - St. Petersburg, Florida
Catholic, Services Bureau

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

Catholic Services Bureau - Miami, Florida
Catholic Services'Bureau - Orlando, Florida
/Childr

's Home Society - Jacksonville, Florida

Children's Home Society - Miami, Florida
Children's Home Society - Orlando, Florida
family and Child Services - Washington, D. C.,

'Harlem-Dowling Children's Service -,New York, New York
Homes For Black Children - Detroit, Michigan
Peirce-Warwick Adoption Service - Washingtpn, D. Cr
c

.

i.

.0

Spence-Chapin Services to Families and Children - New York, New York

.

,

International
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,
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///

Holt Children's Service - Eugene, Oregon
//

Travelers Aid International Social Service
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Who is involved in CDA'?

The Program

.

Part IV: When training is completed

Competency G: To assist the candidate in developing a
portfolio
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Competency F: To plan and carry out effective conferences...31,

ly as possible, 4

29

20

Competency D: To develop an individualized training
plan for the candidate

To observe teaching incidents'as objective

19

COmpetency C: To appraise candidate characteristics at
entry level

Competency

17

11

6

2

1

Competency B: To effectively use principles of encourage'lent and positive reinforcement to foster growth

Competency A: To listen and respond with emliathy,
trust and concreteness

Part III:Trainer competencies

Part II:

Part

How to use this Guide

Reason for 'Writing this Guide

Table of Contents

GUIDELINES FOR CDA TRAINERS -

t

1A.

1$

AN

2D

1"

trainers in measur-

a.

4'

Note: The pronoun "she" has been used throughout
this guide in referring to both trainer and candidate,
since the great majority of people working in early
childhood are women. It is not meant to exclude men.

With these factors in mind, this guide is presented
These experiences are actual and factual and with the concept that based on first hand experiences.
competency is attained at differing rates and in
.differing amounts.

A guide, presenting accounts and experiences, may-give
some frame of reference
ing skills and in giving appropriate counseling to
their candidates.

Almost every candidate will need some help in
increasing skills-and knowledge 'in som= of the Functional Areas. Many will need a great deal of assistance
in the field as well
as throug' courses and
other group experiences.

Since the Fall River program :was set up as a pilot
programs. there was opportuni
to experim t
with innovative approaches, and to note some of the
positive and negative aspects of
alized programs. In the future sbme trainers
ese indi u--.
will work within the framework of-a college-base
program. Others will need to
training
assess the knowledge-skill base of candidates and facilitate the
ment withtkut the benefit of a structured CDA
r
developprogram.

.

The idea for writing trainers' guidelines evolved
from discussions held during a trainee's
seminar of the Fall River CDA ''raining Program.
After each trainer hMsd dovelo
individual training
programs, there was such a divergence of opinions and
experiences that there seeme to be a need to see
for basic fundamentals true Tor the majority of
candidates and delineate some of the etter, .nore
successful elements of CDA field training.

REASON FUR WRITING THIS GUIDE

()

1*

I

hs

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

O

2

The guide is not intended as a theoretical discussion
or prescriptive manual.
It is, rather, an account from
which deductiOns and generalizations can be made.

This is not a "how to" book as much as a,sharing of
methods and experiences, and it is hoped that this sharing
may ease the way and make the task a bit more enjoyable and
understandable.

15,

(Key lords)

FUNCTIONAL
Ali EA

COMPETENCY
ASiEA

7. Cs eative

1. Safe
j 4. Physicalr.t
2. Health?
J 5. Cognitive'
3. Envirorr'sent
6. Languagd

Strength

9: individual

8. SelfConcept

3

szACnottl

nveronrnont

leaf mng

safe and healthy

Btelds p,)sitnie

self ,ont-pt and

physical
Dna mtellectual
competorice

m.erlt..11.Ns a
.

Achances

EN:,thlishos and

Il

Management

11. Group

10. Social

adults in a group

kinctionmgot..

Promotes

IV- +--

AND 13 FUNCTIONAL AREAS.

SIX COMPETENCY AREAS

Center

12. Home

pg.ict,cea aid
cApLchilioos

Odd rearing

ho.r..2 ant; ccriter

optarwl
c,,ordin.,t.on of

Stu-

-- V --

1

,ti J to

13. Staff.

propams

ch.Id on's

rt

stw;.Ivn., ntz,OK

Com.,.sout

CDA training and assessMent are based on the following six basic competencies
and l3
functional areas:

The Office of Child Development also established guidelines'for developing
training pros
grams based upon the CDA competencies in order to prepdre persons for the CDA Credential.
Pilot programs, such as the Fall River CDA Training Program,
were funded by OCD to deVelop
a variety of ways to implement training, as wereHead Start Supplementary Training (HSST)
Programs.
-

Since 1972, when it was founded, the Consortimhas been developing a system
to assess
and recognize persons with the qualities and skills important in working
with young children.
This system, the CDA Credential Award System has been in operation since
June,.1975.

OCD gave the responsibility for "assessing childcare personnel and
granting CDA cre
dentials to the Child Development.Associate Consortium.
The CDA consortium cis a private,
nonprofit corporation composed of 42 national groupsand two public
members--the total rep
resenting a membership or 2.5 million persons who are directly concerned
with the education
and development of young children.

The Child Development Associate Training Program was started by the Office
of Child
Development (OCD), a division of the U. S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
CCD directs the operation of Head Start and other programs designed to
improve the quality
of care, for preschool children.

WHAT IS:..CDA?

PART I: THE PROGRAM

C.0

COMPETENCY BASED PROGRAM?

-

,

is based won acquisition of the CDA *competencies.
14

accountable for meeting these goals.

4
1

'responsibility and expects to be held

2..accountabiaty =the teacher and learner agree upon how the learner
will demonstrate
specific competencies and the learner accepts

1. precise learning objectives
- defined iii behavioral and assessable terms - must be
known to learner and -teacher. They must both be
aware of the expectations and means
for determining if they have been met.
Activities
used by learner are means to a
specific end, (as described in the competencies
they
are net the objective of the
24arning experienee..
A

Competency-basod iswa term of recent origin and
has no simple definition.
Competency indicates an emphasis on "ability to
emphasis on "ability to demonbtrate knowledge." do" rather thah the more traditional
In competency-based education there
are 2 basic characteristics:

6. 311erever possible, valid credit
accompanies CDA training.

5. Training is flexibly 'scheduled so that length
of time depends on each
trainee's acquisition of the CDA competencies.

4. Training is individualized according
to each trainee's strengths, and
weaknesses with reS"pect to the CDA competencies.

3. Training is organized so that academic and 'field
work are an integrated
set of experiences.

-2. A minimum of 50 percent of the
trainees total- training time is spent in
supervised field work.

1. Trainin

The Office of 'Child Development has set forth
the following guidelines for
setting up a training program:

Although the CDA Consortium does not require
any particular kind of training in
Order to be assessed, it is logical that the
method
used for training be the same as
the one, used for assessment.
In this ease it is competency-based education.

WHAT IS

.

41.

tencies.

-t

Y.

As everyone must be a learner atsometiMe,
we have developed a set of trainer compeThey are listed further on With 60Drief explaination and Some
suggestions on
how to achieve competency in each area.\\ We hope this
will provide some support in your
endeavors into the CDA, program.

Competency: based education is also very indivdualizel-and
self-paced, making time
a variable.
It isx'personalisedi:n that each student-has
olobjectives and learning activities. With this in mind some-choice in the selection
we can see how the emphasis
is placed on-he individual's attainment of a set ofobjectives.
There is no comparison
of one individual's efforts to a group's
performance.
It is not norm-referenced, it is
criterion-referenced. We can also kge that the
emphasis is taken off of the teacher ,and
the teaching process and shifted over to.the, learner
and the learning process. This does
not mean that the teener is of np importance; rather,
that the objectives are essential.
How the teacher is going to help the learner reach
these
objectives in the most ben6ficial
wa,3r:that,the learner can is most important.
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PART II

'

A TRAINING?
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Candidates typically. seem to fa1l'into two group
u.,..

.
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,

those who have
practical experience in working with young children a
have some informal.
,training, and those with formal,eduoaional background bUt
no training :\
in early childhood/child development reltited to working
..
tpith
three- to
five-year olds..

.. %

Candidate's backgrounds vary.tremendouslymi.The
young, the not-so- '
young; volUnteersp assi:5Lant teacher::;
social workers with a BA, youngo.,0
parents tha.t were high school drop-outs;%All may be:CDA
candidates. The
one common. thread running throughout is their desire
to
care for a group
of young children.

icas be.
CDA'candidatei ;,Lcr be assessed'candidates must be at least sixteen yeArs oad'and. have worked with'throt
five -year oldsin a group
settingsfor,at Vast eight months con* tively-full.tima
or sixteen months
consecutively part timer

Potentially, anyo* who has,worked with three- : to five-yeaeWs

.

0110 IS INIOLVED IN
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i6 a CDA candidate?..
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Regular staff members
Persons hired on a part-time basis to work with one or more candidates.

Trainers affiliated with` independent agencies or CM" training programs:

Field superyisor

-1. Early childhood, instructor

Trainers affiliated with an academic institution:

Head +.eache

or-classroom teacher
'Educational coordinator
Center director

Trainers affiliated with the candidate's child care agency:"

A variety of. persons may serve as a field site trainer for the candidate.

Patieht

Well organized and able to use time effectively

: Flexible and' non - dogmatic

Culturally sensitive

Supportive and non-threatening

Experienced as a teacher of preichool children.

Educated in early childhood education/child development

Effective CDA trainers can be gee rally described as having the.follOwing professional
qualifications and 5ersonal,characteristics:,
/

can be a trainer?I

\

,

110

Vs

CJ

Ima

At

e

Provide on-site tra.ning snopOrt to'the candidate to help integrate the candidate's
work experience and academic experiences.

.

Coordinate all asivet's of training experiences.

4.

8
410

Provide counseling, both professional and personal, according to individual candidate's
needs.
,

3. Plan formal and informal experiences wich contribute to the candidate's total learning.

2.

1.

The CDA trainer should sensitively and carefully obsrve and evaluate the candidate's
:work with children and_regularly provide him or her with useful feedback and supportive help
in improving competency.
In addition the trainer should:

-

Me trainer's idle should,be on clef an instructor, advisor, and facilitator rather than
a Visitinff"authority figure" who ob.3ervos, coments, and then leaves Without a continuing
.eommitment to improving'th-?. situation.
The trainer shout() have ample. time at the field placement to become' familiar with all aspects of the program and to develop a trusting relationShip with the candidate and staff. A good ratio of trainer to candidates is 1 to 10 or 1 to 12.
[Trainers with ottlerjobresponsibilities should limit themselves to anywhere from one to five'
candidates, Ed.1

The process of sepervislon should feel's on the candidate's role in the classroom and
prodte an dn-depthr.undorbtadinr; o C thr. ce:1.1exities bf tiitt-role. Continuing on-the-job
supem/sion:should be the prinan, strati:y for enhancing the candidate's level of competency..
A tea a aFl.reb.th in which th: can).idatc,s, tho CDA trainer, tAnd the staff of the child care
agency all articip:-.r :is likely to bw mo2t. tmccessfUl. Such ah approach can provide opportunities for-immediate feedback, demonstcation ter.ching, non-selfconscious observation, and
individualisation of training.

bffice of Child DeN Aopment guidolines provide the following description ofthe role
ancrfunction of a CDA trainer:

What does a trainer do?

i.

or gla.z.sroom to ,eher
.

.

/

,

,

Head teachers

adll'antag* ':hen

9

As with the Mead Teacher, -Li=re
Educational Coordinator has the advantapp
candidate's prora;.1 staff and
of familarity with the
real.classroola
situation.
A close instd ff trainer
pication gap's that may be felt with
may also reduce commu
tendency to. be biased in pr.efienting "outsiders ". However, the closeness of program staff
may cr4ate a
candidates for ,assessment. It is also
fear'that their job is threatened
possible that candidate may
if an inside staff person is
assessing them.

Direciors

The classroom teacher may alto
feel that she is in a power
teacher may perrfeive that the candidate
sUruggl for classroom
authority.
is takin); over uher"job.
The
aware of heron abilities, gains
Or the candidate, as
he
becomes
new\understanding of Fhildren, or learns
overly critic'
the teacher.
e,; %,echnies, mhy bt;come
In such situations the closeness of
tc"Torary
the r0.ationship may have at least
ltagea and a third persOn may need to
difficulties.
come in to help thpm'
work through their
Educational Coordinators or Center

however, when the'teaeher may find a conflict
as a teacher of children and as a trainer
in her own mind
of adults.
betweenher'duties
Oey eanrot h,L(ile both.
For a few \this
becomes enough of a problem so
To some extent, it is a matter
recogniLion fro7 a child care
of lealyl.ng how to,use time better,
but with
job, te..,chers feel less torn agency that teacher training tasks ao also a legitimate
part of their
between'the two.

sex') candidates in many different situations
all aspects/pi' the candidate
enabiing thcv to become moreaware
as a persqp.
of
she wly be z,ble to find mor
encourng.
oer a period of time.&become'ihus
ways to' give support and
more aware of small changes
in.the.Candidate's behavior.
There are

s .

familiarity ri..t.h the classroom situation.

.

The ongolly availability of the head
teacher can proVile
contacts allow increased time for
m-pny advpntnr;es for training.
ontie
swt
Frequent
ences are held there it plenty of
evallfatLon,.plafthing or trouble shooting,
When
donfer
information
availablefor
both the trair.eI: :'r.d cz:tndidaUe.-..
and
Role modeling 1:5 a trainingdiscu:!.sion
theconte;ct[itfamiliar to
tool can also be
thele is increased
used to

....

1-1,as.a ,- ?achor

Trainers may find some rolerelated
advantages and/Or disadvantages that:become
carry out their responsibilities.
apparent as they

-

4
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Conflicts which candidates find within themselves and with other center staff are much more
easily handled by a trainer who is not on that stay. Candidates who: ar.e aides often someone to
help them deal with their own growing abilities in relation to those of their teachers..
The trainer
can nelp to put things'in perspective, find wens to help tile teacher allow the candidate to take
more responsibility, or!simply be a soundihg board for a discussion of situations which arise.

Although 'outside" trainers may-find that'in son.e cases the models that the candidate observes
at the field site conflict with CtIA standards', .they may also firnd that, teachers with whom
werl: gain from the CDA4ctraining along with the candidate.

Developfmg a trusting relationship on the basis of once a week or fewer visite...fakes
a long
'Trainers. coming into a center from a college or a CDA program must not only establish ranport
and credibility with the candidate, but with ,the head teachJr and other
program personnel as well.
Often the center staff are apprehensive about the involvement of an outside person in the day-to-day
prozr-,11.
Time spent in Ueveloping ar opcn and comfortablb relationship with all agency staff is
most worthwhile.

Trainarf! who are rot ei. the child (!?re

didate .on an individual basis?

'Center Directors acting as trainers generally have the same advantages and problems as dowor4inators, cseci'ally if theru is -no edlIc-Itional coordivLor on the staff. Directors should
be particularly a:a.te'of the difficUlty of L,ining the trust of cLindidates, since they are directly
re:iTonsible i' )
hiring and firing.
They should consider the following questions: Will the candidate
feel comfortab e about expressing problemareas to a director Who could in turn fire her?
How can
f
directors gain the trust. of candidates? .Does the bus
rogram director have time to work with the can-*

-on a job related. -IZ) the CDA trainer role.

An add'ed.advantage in using the existing educational coordinato;ib ttl they are already serving
They therefore are able to see CDA as a natural extension of the educational coordinater's jo - As part of the agency staff, the educational coordinator
may have .some influence in selecting the training site which would best benefit the candidate.
They
may also find%-tha'c. CDA training is a handy way. of getting at problem claaLroom ..ituations.
By
working closely. with the CDA the trainer 'may be able to effect change in nn. entire staff.

the CDA's.

Dividing time between the higher individualized CDA training and regular staff training
may be
difficult for the eduCatAnal coordinator. Other staff may feel that she is playing
favorites to

N

.

-
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children, parents, s

I

11_

c: knOwing and accepting how one feels.

b. .knowingwhen one needs help because of lack of experi =eh\
knOWledge,
or skills;

a. knowing how one affects other's

3, We believe that teaching should involve self ins4-it:

b.athe ability to synthesize infdrmation or experiences in a new way.

a new situation or problem;

k

a'. therability -to use something she previously learned
to deal witb

2. We believe that teaching shot 40. involve the ter.herasa learr-Nc;

k

c. the ability to have conficnce to try Nut possible solu4ons and
tio honestly evaluate wheth,:r the. problem Ia 'solved
apd.to.try
new solutions until you are satisfiedr

I

b: the ability to think of several possible SlteTnItivetich'are,
sensible and appropriate for young children;
'

when chaliges are needed;

,

a. the abiliW to use insight about classrooms and. children to know

1.-We believe that teaching should essentially involve problem solving:

whi:c10f011ows:

The statements below represent the philosophy of the Fall River
CDA Program and may be helpfUl.as a base from which to read the material

PART III: TRAINER CCINPETENCMS

4

.C.%1
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vloping a portfolio

k..
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Although the competencies are listed in a spcific order, Jach process will very
likely overlap in time. Competencies A Sc B are listed first because they indicate
attitudes and skills which are essential for a trainer if the candidate is to make
progress as a se1P-directed learner, a problem -- solver and a selfevaluato. They also
.serve as a way of nyodeling the kinds pf behavior the candidate herself should use with
children and wit1 dolleagues on her center and staff.
,

COMPETENCY G: To assist the cand"

COMPETENCY F: To plan ana carry out .effective conferences

COMPETENCY E: To observe teaching incidents as objectively as possible

.

COMPETENCY D: To develop individualized training plan for candidate

COMPETENCY C: To appraise candidate characteristics -",..entry level

to foster growth and selfconfidence

COMPETENCY B: To' effectively use prindiples'of encouragement and positive-reinforcement

COMPETENCY A: To listen and respond with empathy, trust and concreteness

TRAINER COMPETENCIES

ed

13

For a bill development of the points in this section, see Carkhuff,.
Robert R.
Helping & Human Relations, Holt, 1969

b

fia

There are different levels of performance in response that a trainer
must choose from. They range from conveying
a feeling of total lack of
concern to fdIl awareness of the trainee and het situation. Effectivy
trainers will strive for the latter but some will reach
a level that may
nottbe as perfect but will still remaip-helpful to the trainee.

1This section will deal with six dimensions of effective and viable
Communication; empathy, respect, concreteness,. genuineness and self
disclosure, confrontation, and the interpretation of immediacy.

-

The QDA trainer may be a classroom teacher who is in the room with
the trainee all of the time or a person who is there just part of the
time.
Naturally, the trainee's perceptions of the trainer vary widely
as the trainer's position varies. The constant that can be foupWin
all
situations is this: effective and viable communication must be
able to
take place.

DIMENSIONS OF THE HELPING RELATIONSHIPI

PART III,, COMPETENCY A: TO LISTEN & RESPOND WITH EMPATHY, TRUST &
CONCRETENESS

z

our responses in language that the traineeuses.

ti

a

'

.

5. Strive for genuine and spontaneous manner..
14

4. Provide the trainee opportunity to make-herself
known to you in ways that
the trainer may respond positively.

4

3. Concentrate on understanding the trainee.

2. Communidate in minimally warm and modulated tones.

1. Try to initially suspend all critical*judgements
concerning the trainee.

Guides for establishing respect:

Respect is needed for a relationship to be based
on trust and confidence,
and to help a trainee
become,more'respectful of her-self and others in areas
relevant: to her own functioni4g.

RESPECT

8. Notice trainee's behavior and use it as a guide to assess the effectiveness of her responses.

7. Concentrate on what is not being expressed by the trainee as well as by_what is being expressed.

6. Move toMards expanding and clarifying the trainee's experiences at a higher level.

5. By being very responsiVe you may provide a model for the trainee.

4. Express responses in the same or similar tone as the trainee
to help the trainee more readily express her own feelings.

3. Communicate

2. Try to use r sppnses that neither subtract nor add to the trainee's expressions
but still convey the desire to become involved.

1. Concehtrate carefully on trainee's_ expressions, both verbal and nonverbal.

1

Guides for establishing ah empathetic relationship:

The reason for empathy is to communicate to the trainee that the trainer has an understanding
of her and what she is experiencing.
The trainer should be able to convey this in such a manner
as to enable the trainee to expand and clarify her own selfunderstanding as well as her under-%
'standing of others.

D1PATHY

the trainee emphasize the personal relevance of her communication.

4.

6. Rely upon her own *experience in the relationship as the best guide.

5. Be able t6 inquire openly about the relationship between yourself and
the trainee.

4. nry to share experience with trainee

3, Be 'a. model for trainee by exhibiting openess within the relationship.

2. Do not communicate inauthentic responses; and be very open to
all authentic ones.

1. Minimize the effects of your role, professional or otherwise.

Guides in communicating genuineness:

Genuineness is the goal of helping others and the base from .which a
relationship can procede. Selfdisclosure is a necessary part of being genuine.

GENUINENESS AND SELFDISCLOSURE

4: Rely on your own experience as a guideline for determining whether the
concreteness is appropriate or not.

3. Ask for Specifid details and

2.

1. Make your,own reaections and interpretations concrete.

Guides for establishing concreteness in 'communication:

Building concreteness or specificity of expression will afford the trainee
,immediate as well 'as long range help.

CONCRETENESS

1e

r

4. Be guided by

16'

is anything happening? Then
move along a rout of productivity, which may mean starting from
scratch.

'4. Sitrback periodically and reassess

3. Use the directionless moments in the relationship to become an
objective observer and reevaluate the situation.

2. Sometimes disregard the trainee's content in expression for the
moment.

1. Use your own immediate experiences as a basis for understanding
attitudes that the trainee is directing towards you.

Guides for interpreting immediacy:

In a, relationship, often, times the trainee is trying to tell the
trainer something other than the superficial message. The interpreta
tions of such messages are critical. Confusion -in comMunication can
stop productivity of a relationbhip.

IRS EDIACY

ur experience of the trainee in the relationship.

3. Become increasingly specific in focusing on discrepancies in the
trainee's
behavior.

2. Raise questions rather than point out discrepancies.

1. Concentrate on expressions and behaviors of the trainee establishing empathy
with the trainee.

uides-in confronting:

0

People must be made .1;:are of discrepanciet.between what they think is so and
what is so in reality if expression and behavior is to be understook.

CONFRONTATION

0

Or)

0=2

I

LO
Lt
;c3L.
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t4'

Teaching methods aren't "taught", but rather'they are "caught". When
children are-conversed within a kind, attentive manner, the inexperienced
teacher can relax and enjoy the experience of meeting her little students.
. To remove the heed for emphasis on strict discipline is to remove the fear
and frustrations felt by most beginning child care workers.

,One has only to think over a few experiences to'realize that growth
takes place more easily in a secure and tension-free atmosphere, and providing such an atmosphere. is the responsibility- of the trainer.

Naturally, this kind of training will reach down to the "little folk"
in the classroom, and soon everyone is busy eradicating the "smudges" instead of concentrating on the beauty of all the perfect and worthwhile.

How like this illustration is the manner many trainers go about assessing trainees. 4Despite the numerous talents,,it is often the slight "smudge"
that is noted,

At a Youth meeting, a clergyman held up a large sheet of white paper,
totally'blank except for a small black smudge.
He asked what people saw.
Without hesitation several.members of the group pointed out they saw a
smudge, and the others nooded in agreement.. This wise clergyman smiled
and said softly: 'Tow sad it is to think that with all this beautiful clean
'paper, ,all we can see is the tiny imperfection."

TO FOSTER GROWTH AND SELF-CONFIDENCE

GOMPtTENCY B: '1Q0 EFFECTIVELY USE PRINCIPLES OF ENCOURAGEMENT AND POSITIVE
REINFORCEMENT

,17.
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A related
related atmosphere, with a minimum of r
ry is a basis for a
good training program. This plus concentratirn
acceptable work and
giving kind help and redirection when poor practices
surface, are
essentials for the development of beginning child
care workers.

r

As a trainer works with trainees, he or she can locate
strengths to
concentrate upon and develop. If this is going to be
done with skill,
the trainer must be able to admit that often
a trainee may learn to ax-i
cel in a particular skill
well beyond the trainer. This'is to be
expected, and allowing this to
is a responsibility of a trainer.
No one can be expected to excelhappen
in every aspect, and holding down an
.
other's accomplishments* is a cruel and inhuman
procedure. The close
relationship between trainer and_trainee has no room for
personal
rivalry and jealousy.

.

Mistakes are as natural a phenomena as
accomplishments, and while'
we want to develop means to prevent as
many mistakes as possible and to
enlarge accomplishments, 'we must maintain a calm
acceptance of the
possibility of human error. It is only after
people feel good about
themselves, and know that they will be accepted
despite a few "smudges!',
that:theyCan develop fully.

CO-

..-

candidate's general knowledge of child development and the
CDA competencies

Pc
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.Upon applying to the program, the candidate receives
some information containing
the candidate's' competency aren... In initial interviews and
observatidns the trainer
may observe the candidate's generai'knowledge
of child development and.tbe CDA compe
tencies. Background information may reveal previous' training
or studies orexperience
in certain areas.

.

.

If a candidate finds it diVficult to express herself
and to identify herlcarning
style she may find it extremely Uifficult to evaluate the
Evaluating one's own
performanc6 is 2. competency in itself. It is also one of the
ultimate goals of CDA:
if one can effectively and objectively evaluate one's
own performance, one can find
strengths and weaknesses /and can plan to remediate. and /or strengthen
performances. With
the ultimate goal in mind the trainer should try to
find out where on the continuum of
selfevaluation the candidate is.

As theprogram*is competencybased and the
- trainer should assist the candidate in a
way most beneficially suited to the candidate, it is imperative
that the candidate's train
ing plan.suits her needs and learning style.
Initial interviews and dialogs Sorietimes hold
as to how the 'Candidate likes to !...ssimilate informationdand
formulate actions.
Several_ learning style indicatorsand forms have
been develops
to help a trainer and can
didate determine the most appropriate approach.
Some candidates may beable to express their
styles quite adequately and therefore having a headstart
on formulating a plan.

4 - candidate's current and ,molt pressing training need

,5

candidate's ability to evaluate self

.*candidatefs individual 'earning style and personality

Before selecting traiO.ng methods and prodedures for
field site training the trainer '
should evaluate the following:

COMPETENCY C: TO APPRAISE CANDIDATE CHARACT4ERISTICSAT
ENTRY LEVEL

t
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needs 'Will determine the priorities.)

.

..

.

.

.

,
.

Areas ;flay be unclgar to trie candidate at this.time..
Candidate may be able to help 'prepare' apriority sheet.
(While S3,1 areas will eventually be dealt with, the most. AllOrg

2 Briefly reviewthe (!omPetvhcy aros--

Viscuss pi:eyious course work, special int,irest areas.
Discuss. .items on he applicAion that lead to questions.

,

1,

.,.

ty

*

,
.

P
.
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.

)

.

-
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-

6. -Plan needs to,lnclude a manner of i-,aking reports and arrang9 to
save *special' items for portfolio use.
.
'

.

trainini4..materials and handouts.

5. Avoid overwhelming the cand4date with too ,many suggestions, bobks,

4

training needs.

canctidate's
work in this'specific area.
In this selection
'.1)k) sure ta consider the available workshops and the most pressing

4. Nioct a.fqnptil area to deal with first, 401 be:avare of tk.

.

.

.

.3..:If'a joint.observation fbrm was lu,c;d ,!,s p-Irt of the preaszessment,
'this 6it'lld,bb_shared and.d4cus6ed. (Follow .the g-andidate's assess'
ment d what are problem areas,. andwithhold any temptation-te be
.
critica'.)
.

.

,

1. Revicu. the ceAQ.,i.date's applcation--

.

.

;

*

ti
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'

.

After all maIerial is gathered from initial appraisal period, the trairiershould meet with 9e. band4late to devcIldp liltraining plaq.
Some spggestions
fOr this training plan conference include:
.'.

*

..

There-are'many methods of providing field' expericrkes for the 'candidate.
A few of these might include those in the examples on the ,following pages..

.

.

.

.-

COMMEOGY- D: TO DEVELOP INDIVIDOALIZil) TRAINIiv6 PLAN 10R eAtIDIDATE:

.'

-

,

,
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.

An iMportant factor that a trainer must keep in mind is chance--change or.curring
whenever f*mwth is taking place., IL mny occur in differenAr ways. (1)earning styles,
selfevaluation abilities, knowledge of child d6velotent, A10 ctkrront and pressing
trainin,_;-nceds may eham,;e.
Depending on the individul,- th6 chance may be, anywhere
from minute to massive and any clance in thb candidate should be accompanied with a
-change do the candidate's training plan. Changes could come in techniques, learning
activities, competency areas, trainer/candidate relationships, or any other aspect
of the program.

.

competencybased program, a candidate has input into what she believes is her most
current and pressing training need. If th'e .candidate cannot evaluate her*on posi
tioh then the trainer may guide hur in choosing an appropriatp area in which to begin
- her training.

The rabilit:.to dot' is e mph aslzed vary stronls and if the c-indidate
thp
to .do" in eortrin areas Mbre.than others this must be considered whin
developix,g the ihdividullizol ti fining plan. 'Because of thZ'; personalization of a

4

"

kr,r,
r.

Use of video tape recorders or audioLtape recorders
solf-analysis or peeil'evaluation.

Y

(In all cases

*fork together to' learn

ito

obz.crvis.7 specific behaviors or doin;7, ca..3.e studies.
confidentiality, of the Children's records should be,psreserved.)

Child sty

,

ied by CDA

to ° . teaching for

Ts

a.

.
.

e

N

44%

4.,
't.

11. On-site workshops focused on curriculum, teaching methods, parent involvement
and
. other subjects related to CDA competency areas.

(

L10. Disc=sion,ucups or ocminars in which ";:tat happened this morning" is .related
to thc? CM. competencies, io theoretical knowledge of child growth and development,
and to principles of,curriculum and,instrucLion.

,

9. Individual conferencri with trainin!;-supervit:ori followed by feedback and goalsetting related to development of the CDA competencies.

S.

7. Tersonaljournals and diaries.

o. P.:tired peer observations and pvaluation'Aere two train
competencies:

,

5.

Self-:-nalysis, guided by evaluation .sheets or. criteria su
training staff.

Use of audio-visnll materials with prepared discussion guidodr6at highlight
examples of dDA -competencies.
'2

3.

,$/;;;

Op'

On-the-job, discussions
with other staff and CDA supervisor.
4;

I!
Demonst-rations by the CDR - staff or others, followed. by a Voup rscussion.c.'-'

2.

_1.

The following.metheds are useful to highlight good models of teaching and
1p trainees
acquire the CDA competencies.
;,
.

METHODS USED' IN DEVELOPING INDIVIDUALIZED TPA NIN4 PLAN

,

.
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*From: Tlie Child Development. Assodiate: A Guide for Training.

14; Indepeic4erit projects.

Office of Child Developinents1973

.programsith differTt philosophies or physical set ups.
ptchang0;placements With other CDA trainees.

12. Pie 1d1,4,0-1-ts to tax.per, iidntal programs, community agencies and child pare

TWO MA -1!DDWI'ES

of rtundidate /11.:
ry 111..1.

is rocr.nz.:il...13 for .1. Troup o1"-t,11
meo0fros.: nins:
c.,3 -- thirty

z 1.:11

d...ty, and she takes charge of all class-

::,11-s

in ca;:y

other, staff members.

of chileirtz., And experience in supervision of

ac....-tivities under the direction of -the
cont2r to c ?icr.
The c=knaidatets trainer 'o.els that she r.4.;,Is
ciri-Uag, formal ob:ervntions

(L'. .s

re:.-;pond ;:e1.1.

and the children
Her yoise gives confidence to
the children and to her co-worker:-., and seldom

doe...

Ca il'1te ','41 has a :....11-nrai aptitud.e in de-ling

Competenci

co

to traini.lv,.. She is efficient and would beLn.:o tient if her training did not seem
relevent
of .current

moth..; helps with. her home responAbLiltie:.--,
in order twat she may. devote -some extra time

-Wo
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NV.

.

::o

ear: treti_:,,.ng,

Her family can give her little

fini..:hed her junior year in 1116n

v.,

l f,
n, 2t
6nn..tant.
-113 doing a rood

is in-

,

suecessful.experiences gain confidence.
At present she is helping: a senior aide with
a group of fourteen children.

ZA:Van curprLsini competence in classroom management, however, and should through

e.:p,,ri.(ne,A, and tends to L) overly ir.prLssed
:,nything, she rends cencerning
,he is oiftt.n difficult to reassure,
worris,,:,:e concerns than one would wish.

1.

and :11i1dren,

pity, the co.w acct.ptance b.y the staff
appears
of

4,1.,11'.

/,'2 has a friendly marawr, ani
voice. Tht'; caildrcn like
her, and she forms close friendships with

ly

Cor,petencies of Candidate #2:

;,al.plort in her endeavors, Lout the is resp,n3ive to opportunities, and appears
,interbsted in completing the CPA
C redcntial.

1,611°01'.

and.

as a junior al.de in the Head S't'art
She arp:ars to enjoy children,

tut,

equivalency, and is ambitious

She is-ha. rpily I:I.:li...Lei, and the
One ch lid,
and
C.f-_naL-,hter is in third cr:.de.

//2 is 'a ycung v.r.m.arried

File I: Is in the Youth Corps for two years,
and now at the age of nineteen has

hil- early

Background of Candidate #2:

. :ho has o-.;hod in the He-d Stc.rt. frer:.eam for
She has finished her hi,i1 schc,o1

ta...1-.-didate..;1 LT a wc.c....n

BacI:ground of Candidate #1":

Idcntification of CDA training ncs:ds in the field in terms of differing backgrounds of trances,
comp'etencies, relationship to courso work, etc.:

MTPARI

,

I

.haLvbeen observed regularly, and
her progress has been noteworthy.

Presentlynhe is enrolled in a six.
credit course, and is doing many
hours,of preparation and reading
'in the child care field. Her work

'

,

When she enrolled in the program,
she was a, junior aide withl;Lttle
responsibility. She ,thought of
her job strict y forty hours, and
did little ou -ide 'eading.
She
had a good ra )..
ipore-with her cot.,
workers and the respedt of the
administration, but she ,had'neyr
advance in her job description.
Within the few months she has been
.enrolled is CDA, she has heen given,
her present- assignment, and has..
received recognition other.work
by the Head Start Administration.

Candidate #1 is enrolled 'for the
second year in the CD4 program. and
Ilas shown constant improvement in
her work and her attitudetibward
further :training.
-

-'Relat:iOnship to Course,Work:

.-N
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pe 'Through the HeaU.Siart tareer:Develop-.
ment Program, she is being enrolled in'
a.general psychology course'
BristO1
Community College.

is

work:onthe environment competency.
Sh6
interested in art for qhildren-t,
aid she iS setting up an art corner
.and developing plans for its use.

Candidate #2 is jus:6 in th process
of being eprolied-in. the t
training
-P:eogram.
At the present t' el, plans'
are being formulated for'her to begin

Relationship to Course Wo

.

".....-",.-1,

,

.

.

t

I

.To,d9 .the:le things

,

:ervice r.ee4;ings et'al.

re,,ncrtin,.., in semlnars

eoanp clasSroom discuss;Lors,

,

often.'

'or these pools
oeeking help

44.

tr;t!;:e

! "it

that anras:Astult
teachkr mi!ht require*

w.thnly,the 1.elp

6

To beccmfl conoletel:r
,cof;Qetent n

tx

Advanced

(-....lb Is ....mot.cular,desire.
c:..spressed by the oandidate).

To be able to assess.special needs'
rd -how to deal with thtM.

An re.Latioil to long-ranre plan-

26

decurring'in the
clasSroom.

Aildren.

lieve Tirole ms of various

niques. to re -,.

To employ te.ch

riate.

.

vhatis aNrop-,'

additional pro fessi
guidance*

.kne:,w wnen to stAI:

ab.t.l.rty to be, ::bit-.

of chilc.'.ien and' t:ie

To be. able to mom rr)

.

three-year-olo4 of as:.igned classe.o.
t)ndL3eloctiw J.

.assigned to the fox' the und...nitand:x.i's

unusuol eip'cumstanee

l'It'ormr.:d of any

To keep supervisor

by supervisors
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'child development
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Head Startot.
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be done at any time.,
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Pertonal obServation would rely on the t iner's ability to Cope with m1tipe inpu+,
and record it objectd:vely. It needn't be all tl cfevestatingly complicated. If a single
behavior is to be observed a trainee need. only fo us .her attention in this- area: This can
be accoipUshe4ii a time sample' type of observation where the observer notes 'everything
that happened and all conversation can be recorded :verbatum. Then, when reviewing the
observation th&candidate and the trainer can expand': on relevant observations. Thie can

.

Each. has its own advantages and disadvantages: A' trainer and candidate should together
decide.on a method that. would it them both. Methods cpuld .fall into 3, basic categories;
.personal observation, personal obse.rvatioh with some Mechanical *aids, and mechanical
observation.

There are different methods of 'observation. WO way is the best for .all situations.

candidate's goals2with her behavior.

Shaling is an essential part of learning through observations. After the observations havA been 'made, sharing .the Observer' s facts and the Candidate's why' s is the
next logia1 step. During this sharing conference there can be opporttnity ,for the
trainer and candidate to notice. any piogress and to check the congrliency of the

.

.

ab40.ty to.take-responsibility for evaluating hertown progress. Each candidate isencOtraged to develop '- techniqUe that is best suited to herself and to rea.1#e that
there is no right 'ti.lay to 'perform any of the cOrapetencies. In order for the candidate
to develop in fthi'S way ,the trainer must provide some feedback that is free from un. ,,,nec4ssaxy inferences':. Candidates -need to be able to .e:.plain the why behind, the who,
whenhIlhati where, and, how, After all, it's their performanceand who should know
..
better what their reasoning is?

1...;One of the major goals of the CDA program is that the candidate should .develop the

2

facts comprise an objective observation.-. An
objective' observer will' observe and record these
facts, an objectionable observer will ufill:in"
with his own Inferences.

Who, what, when, where, and how.' These basil;

COZZETENCY E. TO OBSERVE TEACHI06. INCIDENTS AS OBJECTIVELY AS POSSIBLE

.

.4

.

0

..

.

,

.4

.

CheCklists and field observation 'forms have been devised'to help a observer 'focus
'her.attention. These devises have been designed to help the'tisainer observe behaviors'
that have -been chosen and not'to have to write xtensively on areas not to be:discussed,
Checklists are 'drawn up before the.?bservation and both candidate and trainer can have
input into what behaviors. should be iricluded on the, list.

,

.

-e*

.

As, mentioned.beTOre, there is no one right way to .make an objective observation.
The candidate and the trainer should discuss the methods, their pros zand.coris, and
ms.;,be even-experience each, category before;ieroing'in on one particular method. The'
impOrtah:t goal is.tb allow the candidate to form his own operational techniques
to
coordinate with his own .rationale for. teaching arid to aid, him In-evaluating his own
goals and
d behaviors'',

If to catdidate and the children cannot adjust to' it, the. very 'accurate observation's..
mad will be invalid. linalin care' must be .taken 'in the manner
in which 'the video.
-tape is Viewed-by the carididate. T4e'atmo'sphere must be safe .and
sui*ortivei so that
the candidate cart, concentrate on' posNtive aspects and positive changes rather
than
becoming Overwhelmed by her faults.
,

The'videotape may Seem to be ideal but it, does .have t's drawbacks.- It is,very
expensive aria not often,;available.' Someone is required _to know how td .set it
up 'rid
operate it (although this is actually-not very difficult) . Some are portable but
rsome and. m)ontaneity iA-11-alibited,' thus it has an affect on those being
taped.

An example of a total mechanical observation method would be a-videotape setup-.
It can be setup in.a.rooni and the observer need only to Iocus the lens and adjust
the microphdhe. I t's recordings are the most accurate and objective..
Human memories
tend to fade and can miss some behaviors but'videotapes can be saved and'the same
exact performatee can be repeated as Often as necessary.
The, ability to stop faction
and repeat it is invaluable,

,\

Some `trainers might find that a.tape,recorder is helpful, enabling the trainer to
observe and record actions ,and riot worry. about Catching conversations verbatum. Thiscategory requirei'more preparatiot because of the involvement. of materials and- equip
ment and the opportunities to .observe 'may not be as spontaneous as in ;the personalmethods. But some pressure and-extra.workcan be alleviated with these aids.
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The oandidate and trainer should reach some agreement as
to an appropriate. time and place,.. and then 'stick to it. Co
:Leachers should be. consulted if any change in scheduling is
.necesairy. Naptime 'or after spool hours usually provides
the most uninterrupted blocks of time.for preschool teachers.
Finding a quiet eerner'where confidential matters can be dis
:cussed in privacy is also easier at these times.

.

Ali trainers ,are probably guilty of missing ai occasional
apTointment.with their candidates at some time or other.
Uhfortunately, a small measure of trust is lost each time the
happens. The look on the candidaters face is enough to remind'
us-hour important reliable and predictable behavior is: $chedu
-ling regulareonferences really does help reduce.the waste of
surprise-flattack0 known to most student teachers.
t

I thought we were goingto talk on Monday...
I-didn't bring my notes today and.I have to go'home early."

"Oh!

COMPETENCY F: TO:FLAN:AND CARRY OUT EFFECTIUrCONTERENCES:

.

,C.."

C3'9

ta"

.
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,

,

You locik exhausted.','
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Plan.,for next week's meeting
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- Discussion of a Functional Area. and or training materials relateg.,to one area'

- Discussion of a DemonStration

- Course assignment's

Today's videotape

- Albert's accident on the climber

.

hos"

A kripipcal conference could deal with '2 or three of the folloWing discussion points:

- ---,--

Keeping on the -tack is easier if an agenda can'be agreed upon. This can be
informally rweparedan the .previous- conference and then reviewed before starting
a new discussion. It makes- sense to begin, each agenda with the candidate's
most
pressing issue of the-day. If on -site observation has been part of the visit,
this information should be shared as soon as possible. A balance 'between past,
present and nitures issues should be achieved so that training can move' forward.

.

k skilled trainer should know how to put the'.candidate at ease but 'should also
know how to keep discussions focused. An enthused listener can easily become
Jan
abused listener. PeTional problems often, surface when the trainer -4.s a trusted
listener.
I

.

A Comfortable, non- threatening atmosphere'
will help reduce uncertainty the candidate might
feel in a conference situation.
stress
reduced, thoughts and observations can be discussed in a relaxed but purposeful manner.

'''Have a cup of coffee.
.
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This is; at times frustrating to. both oerdidate and, trainer!
Asking 'questions'
to stimulate productive ideas is one strategy forgetting the
candidates to :think
on their own.. Sup4ying resources. which present a variety of opinions
is anothei...
EVeryone needs to bekemirided that .there is more 'than
one
way
to
'get
the
job done...
and there is usually 'ho right way!
,
.
,

.

to,learnuprocess. Giving
handy answers and easy solutions to problems may create
an, unwanted dependency
on the trainer.
.

.
it 'is hoped that the candidate 'will. learn to take responsibil.i:by
for,
her
oWri
learning. This
the' unstated goal. of CDA training.
evaluation, are important ingredients in the "learning Problem fr9,1ving and self

,

Try not to overwhelm
helm the candidate with too many issues:, Take the candidat8te
ideas and build on this first. Try to. focus on a few' simple 'poinik that seem to
tie a competency area togethei... Write a summary of your 'discussibn:
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Thisanalogy has been accepted by both trainees and trainers.
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'Upon closer inspectiOnf, how;

r

.

comp'are& tb art.'.

; I,Tite idea. ,an be wilawhat. compared to the kirop of portfolio which 5n, .artist puts 'together
to show: th' kind oruork that he or she has .completed: orq-er a peiiod of tiMe.H:

.

..

,

CAA literature' referring .to 'the Colletkiona

,,FORTFOLIO

' The tort portfolio lias ben. used':in. the-

i

,CANDID.44.TA

,._

,thecandidated tils.stke,to refleCt their Competency. At times this procedure. has
artistle.11ortsfolio:.
-,
.
/
'
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ever, one becemes..awarqof a basic' diffe.rence. For -e ample an artist's portfolio .mayoften be
completed almoSt, entirely by one indi,yidual as a shots case*for his'-'p ...irticular skills. On the other ,
hand',. a CPA candidate must" consider seveml other individuals .:in ada.tion to herselfrn arty
prkVara-*,
ti.5.%n of mat-erialg. This difference ,needs to be understooa at the -onset; .and
a
Candidate
must
'be'
.'' . 'quite aware 'of' tile inolvamcnt, of-m,4r, in her !:reparation for.a portfolio of Worth lend suitability.
This ;endeavor is certainly not a solitary;.venture, and so it naturally becomes .4tich more comPlicatedt,
,
'procedure than 'just the 'demonstration, off particular skills prodUcting an end' prody.ct.
in 'probedure
'''
..
4
, ..
.
4
i .
Candidats' foi.- 'CIA,
axe O.fteri perscfhs who have little. exp4rience lath :independent atu19'. ;
,
1.44,
p-rp,j.glet,,s, and, they recriFav added direction, in und.erstandng and
.preparingassessmen =portfoliot3.
...,
the trainer has an oblizatio,n' to explain 47ully ithe importance of
the portfolio, and to keep an atiti:-.;
at
tude, of frf:endly, -concernedi.r,4terest in .the. candidate ' d ,progress in the portfosio vpreparation.
-.
,t
, 4.,0
,,
,.
.,.
;
,
_When- Tel.-eons are 'first introduced `to the, CI)A training program, the varidus competeocies,.
.,
.funcional,ares,, and .personO. capacities are almost, incomppehen5ible. .,To be :truly e.ffettivri-in
.-*
-' praFiri.ng a port,P61,io, one 410.13.d,`.proCg,ed alsr.ost imth ediat,ely, and yet. ,here is a reluctance among
,; " the candiclates due to a lack, of proc.Yedutal skillso
'.
, ,
i
a
:N
.
WO C4: the six coMpetencIes are sub-divided., tntcL.thirteen i'vationsgl. areas; ea; method for
_.
organizing materiaIS.; to 'Suit 'thid.olitline is necesstry.."'Liarge' foldrs, s6b-dirided-'binders dr 'arif , '
novel' method enjo-,.td--'1d gelci.cod by ;the kcandidate is acceptable. At theyoutset. Of the training period
.
it'is goad-to-set up slipli, 4; filinvsystem. in order to save meaningful materials. While it is not :
(
.
the intent ito ative.3.9R a scrObook, .itis. easier, to e4:minate .than to find proper `SampIesqin
a iimited,
prass.ured
time slot:: i, - , ,, ' ', ' s- (
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of. another, , since'
.

the s,Wert0h-S
and wealzier-,Se-s are eVer apparent as 'he or. She' works with it

.

.

publicity Cr when an. item is preinvelvW in a ,project
Wheneirer' tht. candid4tebetween _'the candidate. and a chileV parent, or group, it is wise to, save vo. copy
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A poittfOlio can bo a fine learning ex'prience arid can impart a feeling of .accomplishmen't, i,f it i3
prepared with unaerstanding and with the leisure that a creative project requires'.

-

o f 'the .c andidate I d wsp.

'Whenever the candidate' has contact with a personwho*can .jtiae'his Cr hor work, and..can evaluate
Proof by responsible
growth in 40.11, it, is wise to 'ask such a person .to write a,,,,statemecnt to this effect.
.ersons (Su..thi as, medical, ,social service, educators' et al) is an. aIset in the validity and accountability'

..

,The,trainer:'is responsible "to help the candiditte 'elate items to the proper, competen r.: At times.
'be added that
en item will relate to 'more than.-one competency, but under no ciAumst'ance .should°
Th4'.s
is
4
syd,p.y
of
judping
.tlat
is
suitable
and
what
mitiat
beSt be. eliminated.,
doe's not fit into, a coMpetency.

:

are just a ft.- suitable things'io add to a'portfolio

4.
for Vie ca4.4.idatei's$ pottfolic .,., It is surprising how o fen these abtivities occur; and' are often
passed .by without notice,. and ar,e inipossible to :remember or collect, at a laterliate. Such.lterk as
newspaper. clippirigzi,. parent information letterk), workshop hand-outs, observataons, home it .set reports

S. pared..f-or,cdirmuni'cation

'-

:

,

.

.

vaZ.ixelviteis nice to .haVe a way of typing ,the areas together.
withra *similar item: carried in each of the areas. :For exampre,'''a statement or pieture suitable-' for

'

,

be prepare.di and thus the ..i'mr.,ort.a4ce of ....eing the total base of competencies is
This also "insures that the -candidate mill not develop one 1trea toth'e
' understood by the c,Ondidate.

.

...

,..5.

..

WHEN TRAINING IS COMPLETED

:

-

,

.

ability td.care for a group of young, children, Together the 'team will decide
whether' or not a candiddte Should b0 -recommended for a 'ODA credential.

tie cabtlidate' s ability in each o.( the 13., functional Areas and overall

All,data is studied by each team meMber and discussed in relationehip tQ

dL.te, and- hold, a follow -lip intervieALwith her.

.

'aluation report:, the parentcommunity representative "will observe
the candidAte .and 'poll the, apiniorisi of the Tarents of the children in
the
candidate' s-room; and' the Consortium repreentative will. observe the candi-'

a Wide-!.

Erich member of team will gathe?! dAta _surrounding the candidate's
to dot' in the 13 functional areas. The 0,11.1didate will pre,%:eat her
portfolio
of ,SampIcs of her '.progress and achitvements: the trainer will write

.

4. 'the specially trained, Consortium CDA .representative who is assigned
to this Local. Assessment Team by- the CDA Consortium.

3. the parent-community representative who Shares the viewpoint of
the
cormuunity the candidate serves and:As familiar with the field site

preschool programs

2. the, trainer who lin9ws the candidate's day-to-day work, has.Superviscd at the candidate's' field site,
and is familiar with local

' 1. the candidate

There will pa a 4-member team including:,

Once the traliner and the 'candidate have worked in all the. comPetencyi
'areas and the, candidate feels ehe is competent and wishes to be assessed
she applies to the Consortium to be 'assessed.

FINAL ASS=MENT PROCEDURff

PART, IV:
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Enrollment Form toCDA Consortium.

gear. of c Titer.

gtves out 41,-Itiennaires

centpr, uur.arizto Awe-

.

rte.

..

''

.,.

%completes troinitril report.

'

.

i

n

I

Observation-by CDA Cont-ortium'Reo.'Confranca with ()DAC
Rcp., 4cal Aesed4xcht.roam,LAT4 ralAtno: to ahem
informatidn._,.D.,c/;Aon made at mactinip(Comeatont*
't4 receive ci4 (4-Wont/all, or nech.toru traning.

;DA Con6ortiW Rap calls to urrakr tire or LAT meeting.

.

Send in moNdine*t, forms si!ned by ctCh mcrter of tent,
p
inaicating.that hisincr auction 13 complete. with,

0'

1.11

'Wilmot helpS cardi4aVv, csmbloto portfolio. Iilp work
un areas not tLar*.ly dealt with in trarriir.*7.

to i.,r.ntzi,10acevy
titan:hires..

'CorAii,..'Oemplotas ani up-iatas portfolio.

11,s:calve Conslidote, Treiber, Parent Rap packets.

4Sond in torn with k5.00 foe.

Trainer utd-yar4rit/potmunity Rap's signatureC.

1, Center Director end Yellow Worker's si:;natures.

Number of chiSdivn inyr.ur group.

Whre.

4:411vou want to ha etuassel.(giVa 3 Consiblo moths).

trainine,gand in college trant4pts.

Fill out arplicstion form with information one

Rbcoivo application.

Send. 111'od-end-whits

FINAL ACCL:LMT.FOR
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Whpl.the candidate applies for assessmen't, she will be .sent much inform&-.'
'`.t.i.on:.thatel.iaay defines tho responsibilities of eadh,team member.
It is
her,resp§nsibility to dissemihato this 'information tcrtthe trainer and the
parent-coMmunity representative.
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.
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River pilot. 15rocrom had

,

.

.J

.

.

.

.

^.

.

con-

.

xl-e'eds. -Retilqait?'er- t114..s indivfkaual- has

.

for his or her
usually traveled a good -distance to be on tana.;,'and.
.ic
with the surroundings.. If for,eXa.riple,
..
parking.or ar:oarizerra.tnts for, dining- are ditalicult revunfatiliz,,r.
a
strangor,
it is a nice eesture. to.. pre-Idea some help
along
lines. Just as" one :.rent.T; the cFindicia,te to 'bet.
confidt and at. ense,' one': waits' the observer to these
be
6'omforable.'
and tree 'from =nee scary concerns.
If:a bri:,If descriptiomof..the group of children, the set-up: of the
Soh 1 .would mSke
obserVation easier., it is good to.have'this information available. buildivi;
Often'
-;:41.10h
an
deretanding
trOubl.esom, questions -Or misunderstandings Or why' certain procedures are'uted.

center, it is sensible to oar

The Consortixun rapre.sentatii4ss -observation and. conference.
.
I'aien 'the consortiuni representative arrives at the

,

fliats,or problms is'a part, of the trainerfs role.

,

see that these choices are- a.vailable to her..
;
An as.oess14ent prdocd'ure diffbr from the. Ordinary tasting .
sine it 4-ivolve many per: ons
l'arld a grOup of children: A' trainer dust real:I:J.:6 the potent,ial method
for
the
unoxpectod .and he' complexity
such arrangem,ents have. .To go over lesson 'plans carefully, and to foresee
possible scheduling

.

.

01os-1;63.313r-the candidate hasnt had a coat dtral'
of formal Ischoollrig and h,as 'some apprehtl1Dion In
abut
To 'relieve
helpful. Perhsips one of the better ways. .to do 'thisthe ac.;-,ic..-:,srnont.
J3!,
to' make it a cooperative venture. Often
the cand5.d.ate bas litt.1..e control' ovc..t th, total environment'..and yet the CDA Consort'ium.'r
.ti.ve is influc...11ceei)y ubat he or she soop snd oioserVes
ixrenta's,,
in
the.
entire
center.
Giving
th
id .,.ttY
a chance to. outline how
liould like t1:-IinL.::1
okerate, and doing all one can to .make c axadenviron!.
mt,ht and Staffing ,patterns suit .t.he.' particular needs'.
fOr .the,. day of observation. its e he ful as'
as tec.e0ary
ode ,carne t,' worl;,at an of:fee:Faye level' unless the sur..;ound
ng aro domfort
able.and 1ithout unnecesSary stress or. tension."or ex;imple, if the candidate
J3
6ocu,;
to 2.
workin ith favorite 'pieces of equipment,
'or enjoys ,using-certain areas. of..,the center,' orn94.
it..;1.8,imier.Aznt theitirainer

.

tested,. and notin-,. the evaluation and
i0I4
mes
wall Woxth the effort involved, and aloni; idith. these
7)1..,*
e.:Iperiences cnino a bit, of 1,13.4ow hew,
,tine
often.
looks back on_an.initial experieime with a .feelingIlif
only ,1 baud do it over with wha I know
how". The experi..3nce, of field t4sting
provider, one ' this .prooioe opportunity.
6
t
.
.
..
The Arainerts role 4.1; en irap:>rtant ono,

Ti ne Fall,

\

the Iviv-11.o.zk.-: of sesIng the aosessraf.mt procodur4.4s
fartheridevelerntlit of these,: procedures. Tho onto

role iu assessmc.In:Q" some pers,:mal expt..riencetz..

'01.2.1rall preparation .fol,.....the
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work of '

another In an,,brileA`k\manns'--,r td, avi4d accidehtsthis could
commented or in an,
kti'li .r a0 'a Part of"-the- ftin8:4cink'.'Rree 'ot
.'tj '' ,V.
4
.
'1,,f '1 ,ti''
cS:
.1Z;f3-TiAppo se' the 41-'4-..'Oate
had'
had' explained a.,new wor4 tc ,r,k.':.`01113.d, this might b p5.0ked,19111.;
.'."'"'", of tie elservatiOn and "relatt::4 to,,ther'iinct.ier.:,3.1 area':o f 1.-....21.1zUarw.,. deveI0iNlient., ,.. 4'w,
---,
.
'.
'.':\
,,'
.,,7' \'' ,,.=4":,'
T
.
i
:When a paient ,sto'ns to chat anct.:.1..nfo,tt"on
'is ',Aft:Ten comcerairig,,a parent rripeting,1404
-. this could; ,1?a ielated to tt\
.1.''
horrit4.,;-4'unctiow,p, .,,E0eil..

If;":the c.andidate 116,4 obaerved. conij.aoting

,

the- ,Contortium Representative: mucheasier**. -'1'0r-- o.,,caiiipl.as "Of:+,11.4iiit- ''',',. 'i ''

k.

.,,"
An: qb s erv:, tion to: have val id ity,' .-fo"e.:t.h e :,:aks ,:.')i:.:1-.41.;tilkAit''.1',7,,x'.6 0 rcliF 0, qpds. 'to..., illtts trat.e.";th%,,q `;;.1.17id'
ce,;Ipptency. To relate the fad,t,ts 0 f'-the -=a -te-L,a-Thrti:c4eit;rfunctiobal area iiialiet;',;theid at dl u

:,

It woifid appear ,unnea.60sarY' t6-ethtfi..'liut the materials!in-;q, portfolio ,. could fa 6 '4.444,etL'ed. to the
It is surprisiriehKm many 'doc.,'uments are, j...r.icludecrviilirt,fO":ties.,---!.=,13.i.h no Vihom It ,146y Cor.corn",

which lacks pteney, in Most percent;

LAS.

,

.

....,
,,..,
'IN'
The VI" rneetinz? -.4, the:' final phase Of',the',.:;set4kimV,#:.:.:', It is hex e that 'allc-the facts ar9'. in, aid
the dee ision. ot,',:dottip.,:teney: i.S, Made . Tho tralner ,Tus.Y..i.Tr.lAt.1::1110t the material stit- has,: prepared: by,, her
observatoi5I''1,-`o-ente: s..at,,a441 : A.t,,, is o'seieiitiai the ta0l,ts,,a'Po'Completed. with care.'
' : '': '

The LAT meeing..
.

'

Ilhen t'b',.:.i':ObserVation
is cbmple ..Zii, the trainer should provide. , a suitable meeting ,p14c6'.it'or the
,.,
-Centortium z,epr....sctt.:ative and the c6n4 idat.,e to have a confei.ence. It abes without saying thc3 place
should be cemfori..ableand a _spot frce of int'prruptions. '.This;intervi<m..is ,used to Ucaux!:. infOrmation.
, z.ibout the thoughts' and understandings of the 'and: date, and 'once again both: participants
need d400ct.1
.
... ..
environment.
'''.';--:;;;-:.
.4'

.

, It 1.:-.11 II:. ,, fair. soil ',
desirable to tli-iti fh4 e ituatien .111.0.a ter -,:k 1, it, li,.{1 I t fir to Ms '44_,- the 41.3.1a t3 on' iihilsUally
: rewarding. ' .,Thil-'.k t:-,,,r0,1,:-.)1 -the, .,.irrar.,/,2,:emetits, raal:::in-,. the .appoi6tmenti tinv4s selected'teh0Sible -seiere,, pr un'ones:, -The
.:-::lbandid,atehas,,:dontrol, over tieie things and should, use this perogative with carc....--.At dOesn't
matte
serfee..to ,sel eat :6-,tirrie -iIhen 'for e-\zampIe,, the candidate is ge ing throUgh a period o I' '11am-34y ,problc..,Ms's
ox,
2:-Z:::-illii.4._.. ':The
..The Cons.aiitivin does what :it.' cuts to makes the procedure: valid, and the trainer` Oiould, he.p ,the:.
c ancti4txtt-ut,

'`belo'w the- uSu...,.1 op(`40.1V,

.,,,-esteem. .- If the trzi.inE,r can forosob, . the I;sinds of il-f.:IiTis,;,ii% "'dial; m9Ite the cp.nclidkl"tv:iicriciiiir op:',,ptlirro6C

_-...

-

.`

YsTilk, anale.Tx ot.promring `the enbdic i &,te for a usesum,ht eto'''i,y6t of ti/u tr0:14iing or::4j,11.iaillete for
.......,.
,
.-,his ..cexpetitive ventures i's t.K.:4e.what 'valid. Ah 0.1.'':cia',7-- ir., narmihl to a it/-rirec.,fr,' arid -tia---01,:;01.y!..,0...-4f;:.

.

(1

while cacn'reado the matariala... buring'the

.00

r.' wil:h%tne candithl.t.e's portfolio and-the te-m

'.

,

.

areas woad prove helpful..

.

..,

,'

.

'

'

.

8,

iDespite, all these:comments, the procedure is interestinpand
generally:a "fan thing"; It is a culmination of months Of preparAUon, and to she a candidate
dIvelop
to
the point he or.she.is awarded
this. credential 1..3,.rowarding indeed:.

.

'Mid brings up the point of the selection Of, the
parent rePrsentaLive. This person's input is
.of tremndeuzix.portance since he or she represents
't-11
the vIrenis of the candidate's children.
post is not 6ust a formalitn but rather her or sh, is
This
a rowerfU xif,,m1..er of thev1hT. .The Consort us
'represenLative lea;.s heavily on-this persons jadgemcnt
t1le candidate in Selecting a qualified person 'for this and.resionees. As a trainer one should guide
post. pr course the qualifications
Ott, but iniaddition this person needs to be able
are spelled
in
speaking
skills, and one whe.;is alert to that
capabilities are essential in a preschool worker in
order to be competent in, the development of ehildr(m.
This P,?rson'iS rewired to spend much tipo-and
enercv
in cempteting the assignments, and needs to be
made aware of the resporisIbilitios so she can be.CooperatiVe.

.

Also tha tasks e.f 'timing the discussions, writing
in :addition to having a chairpsrson ara tasks assigned the profile, and reading the competencies aloud,
at the w:etin7. A description'of these
'before the meeting tre-7.relieve mi,ch anxiet:.:.
tasks
It is* not- wise to embar,ss a pers6n if she is. ino%peri4.
enced'f.t reading or vritirlg skills. 4t. practice
run callnot he over-,em hasized to help pr'epare andgive
confidence to the team.

.

.

A trial run with this instrument surely.
y?'illd help;-and,should not be considered unfair
since
Line
Consortium
representative is well trained
',in this area; A. tape recorder miht
be quite traumatic to a member of the team if he
never had an op:;ertun-ity to uge one:.
, ersho has
Dearly every individual can rememb::r the blanking of
one
that can accoLp.lay "a mike" stuck unexpectedly
Mind.
in ono's face.. A bit of practice making
ments about *varidus,functional
summary.state-

It',..Ss necossaryte elockt,Icnt ','n_: \eL,ing on co4:ptency
on a tape recorder, and perhaps it is wise.
'te. flMiliari;6 the Tnembei: of the,TAT
wjth the' procedure.

..m..nts csor.cner4in,,; :,.ach

mcrberzl, asorvations, is a ;;L:od time for 'the ether
tam mc:J)ers to prc,pare'their%thouhts and state-.
fcact:Lonal ,are.-t.
To .note the strengths and weaknesses in the COnsertio4rep-,
reentative-'s report is heiplUl; Often ona can think.of'examples
to strengthen weak areas, since
the trainer and the parent'representakive haVe knoWn
the candidate for a long period of tinisand have
a, wealth of recollections to
call.upon.in preparing statements.

time the'Consertiw representAive is bccomr,

, LA, me0AnLs last S'..%) yhreato sl.x lorrst
so phy.'.dcal roam arrangments, food, and general:
care for'all Zoln.' mec.bers are,iportant conSickratins.
To avoid over-long eetings., it is'suiigested
that -the candidate, traink:r,. and parent renrosentatIve
ohare their mAterials,pribr to the meeting.
Thlvoids personih'Iving to' wAit an'A.tenc(,,ssaryi.ble

.

It,is sutvri4ng how easy. this
and ytt this makes, the trainer's observation usable
and giv:es it.ir,pat for the Consorium re6resentAive.

,

